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Vanderbilt University, October 3.—Now that
the Banana Festival is over, and I am back here in
Nashville after being in Fulton for ten days to help
out a bit with the International Relations program,
I find myself, for the first time that I can remember,
with but one course to follow, everything else ex-
cept my family being surbordinate to the challenge
at hand.
The challenge is to study, research and survey
the methods of modern day political science as it af-
fects the grass roots and mass population voter.
Yesterday (Monday) I went to classes more
than a little bushed after some rather freenzied
hours putting together a program of "amigoship"
that we hope lights a small beacon in the pathway
to human progress in the field of goodwill relations
with our friends in the hemisphere to the south of
Today, (Tuesday) I drove into October's bright
blue weather to the beautiful campus of Vanderbilt
University, some ten minutes away from where I
am living on Hillsboro Road in the Green Hills resi-
dential section near the City of Belle Meade.
I drove down about twenty minutes earlier,
just to enjoy the privilege that is mine to enjoy
academia after lo, these many years The impact of
the opportunity given to me by the Ford Founda-
tion to do this study came to me full force this morn-
ing as I walked across the campus, magnificent in
the Fall sunshine, enhanced by the multi-colored
trees and handsome shrubbery that line the walk-
ways to the many stately, old and new, buildings
that dot the campus for blocks around.
There is a stillness and dignity about this uni-
versity that has given learning to the great men
who have made the history of America and the
South. It has been written that the kind of history
that is made by great men is determined by their
early -environment. Vanderbilt is rich in the quali-
ties that have developed and will continue to de-
velop, a great civilization.
Men of art, science, industry, government,
literature and finance have walked along the same
walk ways as do hundreds and hundreds of young
folks, and a few old-timers, today.
Many things permeated my thoughts as I walk-
ed across the campus, past Furman Hall, Calhoun
Hall, Garland Hall, while in the immediate distance
behind me I heard the resonant chimes carolling
from the be-clocked towers of Kirkland Hall. Even
the most imaginative writer of fiction would have
found it difficult to put into words the sentimental
tradition of this academic culture.
Among the things I thought about was Fulton
and other small communities the world over. I look-
ed back on the fantastic amount of work it took to
bring about another successful Banana Festival. I
thought particularly of Sara Bushart, the Festival's
president, who for sheer love of our community took
on an almost super-human task, and did it with su-
perb dedication and intent and success.
Sara assumed a task whose endless hours of or-
ganization and detail has no precedent in the life of
the average small-town citiezn. Each day brought
her a new problem and a new challenge that she ac-
cepted and discharged with magnificent achieve-
ment.
It was here that I contemplated that if more
people of serious purpose accepted the extent to
which the local community is the seed bed of civili-
zation, the source of basic character and culture, as
well as the medium for their preservation and trans-
mission, then, within their communities, they might
be sowing the seeds and cultivating the growth of a
better future.
The slowness of this process may seem discour-
aging, as I am sure it seemed to Sara Bushart and
the dozens of others who gave their every energy to
the success of the Banana Festival, yet to expect
quicker results may bring about a common cause of
cynical despair. This must not happen in Fulton,
ever.
In cataloging such thoughts as I reached the
graceful door-way of Garland Hall, I realized that I
was in pursuit of the knowledge to sow this seed bed
of civilization. I hope with my every prayer that I
shall be able to produce at least one small, healthy
growth from this endeavor.
ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS
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excellence every year it has beer
submitted in Judging contests.
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Estimated 40,000 Visitors View Saturday
Parade, Throng To Many Attractions Here
Aided by sunny weather during its last three days,
the Fifth International Banana Festival came to a re-
sounding close Saturday as upwards of 40,000 visitors
converged on the Twin Cities to view a spectacular pa-
rade, eat the world's largest (2,000 pound) banana pud-
ding, attend exhibits of art, view the cabanas, mingle
with the Latin visitors, hear Julius La Rosa and the
Memphis Sing-Out group in the afternoon, watch the
new 1967 Princess chosen and crowned, and then attend
a "Princess Ball."
A story about the Princess and her court, and the
parade winners, will be found on page 2, section 2, this
issue.
The News photographer spent four days filming all
Festival activities, and some 200 pictures were taken in
preparation for a "Festival Pictorial" issue which will be
published by this newspaper in about two weeks as a
regular part of the paper. In it, the editors will seek to
present a chronological sequence of activities, visitors
and events as a permanent and historical record of the
1967 Festival.
BOND SALES DOWN
During August the sales of Series
E and H Savings Bonds and Notes
in Fulton County were $14,298 and
sales for the year reached $127,649
of the annual goal of $297,600. Sales
a year ago were $173,989.
SINGING CONVENTION
The Fulton-Hickman Counties
singing convention will be held on
Sunday, October 8, at 1:30 p. m.,
in the Riceville Baptist Church,
just off Highway 45 by-pass north
of Fulton. The public is invited to
attend. There will be no Saturday
night session.
Microfilm Center51, argaret I. Nina Libraryt niyersity of KentuckyLexington, Ky. 40506
BANANA PRINCESS—Pamela Caye Shaw, 20, of Georgetown, S. C., (center) was chosen princess of the Fifth
International Banana Festival Saturday night, at Fulton. First runnerup was Brenda Seal (right) of
Kingsport, Tenn., and second runnerup was Lynn Roland (left) of Jackson, Term.
Some 6,000 alumni of Murray
State University are expected to re-
turn to the campus Saturday for
Homecoming Day.
The date, Oct. 7, is the earliest
that a Homecoming at Murray
State has been scheduled in many
years, according to M. 0. Wrather,
acting president of the university
and longtime secretary of the
Alumni Association.
The football game begins at 2
p. in. and pits Murray State against
Iowa Wesleyan College of Mount
Pleasant.
There is one major change this
year in the schedule of alumni ac-
tivities. The alumni smorgasbord,
formerly held in the evening follow-
ing the football game, is to be a
mid-day event from 11 a. m. to 1
p. m. in the student union building.
Tickets are $2 each and reserva-
tions are due in the alumni office at
the university Thursday.
Other activities on Homecoming
Day include alumni registration
from 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m., a pa-
rade at 9:30 a. m., and the Alumni
Association business session at
1015 a. m.
President, Directors Say "Thanks"!
To the Citizens of Fulton, Kentucky and South
Fulton, Tennessee:
There are not enough words to express the
gratitude that the Board of Directors of the Interna-
tional Banana Festival feels for the cooperation and
tireless efforts on the part of so many of the people
in this twin community in helping to stage this
Fifth International Banana Festival.
We know that those who did take an active part
in the Festival work did so above and beyond the
call of duty. We do appreciate the long hours that
were spent away from homes and families; the cold
and discomfort that was endured; the lack of sleep
on the part of so many; and we appreciate, also, the
good-natured humor with which all these discom-
forts were borne.
We would like now to say "Thank You" to all
of you who were so generous with your time, your
talents, your energy, your patience, your moral sup-
port and your financial support in order to make
this festival bear out it's slogan, "The Fifth and the
Finest."
For the Board of Directors:
Sara C. Bushart, President
Connie Pawlukiewicz, Executive Secretary
Fulton's Sing Out Making Music That Rings With Talent, Meaning!
by Mary Louise Gossum
Thunderous applause and stand-
ing ovations are fast becoming "old
hat" to the Twin Cities Sing-Out
group, the Fulton-South Fulton mus-
ical organization, that has takea the
town and the surrounding area by
storm.
The Sing-Out group, singing songs
of patriotism and faith—faith in our
country, faith in God, and songs of
inspiration set to a modern beat,
is providing a new kind of music
for a generation desperately in need
of a faith to sustain them in an era
of war and devastation, racial
strife, and hallucinatory drugs.
"To end dictatorship and give
birth to liberty for all men, to end
moral pacifism and give birth to a
fighting spirit, to end racial viol-
ence and give birth to a nation that
speaks out with a united voice" are
the stated aims of the 1967 National
Sing-Out America group after
which the local organization is pat-
terned.
The original Sing-Out movement,
a part of the Moral Re-Armament
program, was born in the summer
of 1965. Some seven thousand young
people from every state in America
and from around the world met at
Mackinac Island, Michigan—cross-
roads of the Great Lakes and the
scene of the Demonstration for
Modernizing America.
Tired of the protest groups with
their protestations against what is
wrong or demonstrating for their
rights, this group of young people
resolved that theirs would be the
road of remaking the world. They
decided, whatever the cost, they
wouldn't stand still.
It was a germ thought. Immedi-
ately a new song, "Don't Stand
Still" became a hit overnight. Soon
there were new songs. And then a
virtual eruption of talent—singers,
young writers, dancers, gifted in-
strumentalists—burst forth to give
voice to the new patriotism born at
Mackinac.
Throughout the summer weeks
Sing-Out '65 developed at a crash-
program pace. As soon as the show
was born, it was launched. It play-
ed at Cape Cod, then to 20,000 at the
New York World's Fair, and Wash-
ington, D. C. before members of the
United States Congress and Sen-
ate where the Washington leaders
gave them a 15 minute standing
ovation.
Then they went abroad. They hit
Japan like a typhoon. performing
in Japan's traditional Kabuke The-
atre—the first time any Western
show had done so. In Korea they
performed before Prime Minister
Chung II Kwon, then to the edge
of "no-man's land" on the 38th
Parallel to the United States Eighth
Army in Panmunjom.
And back to the United States
they came where all over the
country people were volunteering.
Sing-Outs grew up overnight in
cities where the original shows had
been held.
The growth was fantastic. In
three months Sing Out '65 had
grown from one cast of 130 to 45
casts with over 5,000.
In 1966, 128 local Sing-Outs sprang
up in America involving 10,000
youths.
Throughout the world the Sing-
Outs spread. There are 21 in Ger-
many, 7 in Japan, 9 in East Africa,
and others in Hong Kong, Austria.
Brazil, Australia, Guyana, Vene-
zuela, Panama, and Puerto Rico.
The idea for the Twin Cities Sing
Out came from Nelson and Mon-
tette Tripp whose names are
synonymous with youth in Fulton-
South Fulton.
The Tripps saw the International
Sing-Out group when they perform-
ed in Memphis in the summer of
'86. This group, with its 70 mem-
bers coming from all over the
world, played to an audience of
17,000 in the Coliseum.
And so the Tripps came home de-
termined to create a summer
recreational program for the youth
in Fulton and South Fulton who love
to sing.
The response was phenomenal,
and practice began in the Tripp
home with furniture pushed back
to the walls to accomodate the
crowd of young people who came.
Other practices took place in the
backyard of the Tripp home, and
now practice sessions are held in
the basement of the Methodist
Church. When they practice, as well
as when they sing, the key word is
"enthusiasm" — they sing with a
purpose.
There are 37 teenagers in the lo-
cal Sing-Out with every grade in
both high schools being represent-
ed. Most of the churches in the
(Continuaid On Pag• Eight)
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Creation Of An International Friendship Center
Is Necessary For Truly Great Future Festivals
Suddenly, it's all over. Another
Festival has come and gone.
For hundreds—yea, thousands—of
weary workers, the peace and quiet of
this week is a great and happy blessing,
laced with pleasant memories of thou-
sands of happy faces, the excitement of
a rapidfire series of events that unfold-
ed so fast that few were able to attend
them all, and the satisfaction of a good
job, done in stride.
Months and months of painstaking
work and planning go into an event of
;his magnitude for this small communi-
ty, as every worker knows. Letters are
written by the hundreds, phone calls
by the thousands; meetings in untold
numbers by every organization and
committee that has shouldered any re-
sponsibility for any event. Slowly the
strings get all tied together as the date
nears, hurried and then frantic efforts
piece together some last-minute some-
thing that has gone awry, and it hap-
pens.
All of a sudden, everything ex-
plodes into a gigantic typhoon of faces,
visitors, events as the hours tick off for
four days and then it's all over.
That's the way it looks behind the
scenes.
It's a great tribute to the hard
work and ingenuity of the residents of
the Twin Cities that things went
smoothly and that the Fifth Banana
Festival brought much pleasure to the
thousands of visitors who came to see
it. This was our "week of the year".
We had stories and pictures in every
major newspaper in the midwest and
midsouth, besides good regional TV
and Radio coverage of our events. We
royally entertained several dozen
Latin-American visitors and were hap-
py because we made them happy. We
feel that we told our International
.People-to-People program eloquently
and well to both the State Department
and to the Latin Visitors, and that they
will carry these memories home with
them in order that we can build more
Festivals for the future on this worth-
while theme.
Literally hundreds of Twin-Cities
homes are happier thisweek for having
had an opportunity to be hosts to Festi-
val visitors, and the tearful parting of
our Amigo students last Sunday was
certainly eloquent evidence that noth-
ing beats "people-to-people" diplomacy
for better international understanding.
We believe that George Collins
and Art Kober, who are doing a feasi-
bility study on our proposed million-
lollar International Friendship Center,
and who were here to see the Festival
first-hand, were visibly impressed by
the scope, the theme and the future
possibilities of our Festival, and will
work hard to help make our dream
come true. We desperately need some
permanent facilities including exhibit
buildings and a sizeable auditorium for
the future ,and we would hope that our
efforts have spoken louder than our
words in demonstrating that we will
put such a Center to worthwhile use.
Such a Center would provide the
locale for truly great Festivals of the
future, internationally-recognized as
one of the great Pan-American events
of the year.
It's Amazing That Some So Young Know So Much
Isn't it wonderful that those so
young can know so much. One won-
ders where or what they have been do-
ing all these years to find out that all
at once here is a group of under 25's
that know the answers to everything.
They know how to run the govern-
ment, how to conduct high echelon
diplomatic relations, the solution to the
world's economy, what to do about
space exploration and underseas explo-
ration, what the answer is to feeding a
booming population increase and the
list goes on. Like Henny-Penny, when
the acorn fell on her head and she went
around screaming the world was com-
ing to an end, these super-intelligents
under 25 go around chanting the solu-
tion to the problem is "revolution" and
overthrow of authority. These same
ones never had it so good, spoonfed all
their lives, and an honest day's work
would kill them.
They compare themselves with
men who have put years in learning
and working. They know as much
about running a major industry as
Henry Ford, or so they think, yet they
have never held or had a decent job.
They are capable of taking over a
scientific research program, or so they
think, and wouldn't even know where
to begin. It is absolutely ridiculous to
even listen to their rantings and rav-
ings.
When this sort of nonsense starts
on college campuses, they should be
immediately dismissed from school and
sent home. It is not a matter of intel-
lectual freedom or freedom of expres-
sion being denied, but a matter of prin-
ciple.
— Pat Magee in the Advance-
Yeoman, Wickliffe, Ky.
A Salute To The 4-H;
Youngsters Going Places
It's a treat this week to read and
hear so many good things about home-
town teenagers who are members of
4H. During National 4-H Week, we
join the nation in saluting nearly 3 mil-
lion of the finest boys and girls any-
where in the world.
4-H'ers are always on the go—both
at home and abroad. The spread of 4-H
to 75 foreign countries is further proof
that the "learn-by-doing" program for
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youth is sound and successful.
Parents of 4-H members are on the
go, too. They volunteer as club or pro-
ject leaders; serve as judges of projects
such as livestock, clothing, safety,
health and scores of others. They chauf-
fer members to meetings, fairs, camp
and.social events. They "finance" pro-
jects that require a cash outlay to get
started. They encourage sons and dau-
ghters to keep trying until desired re-
sults are achieved. They see to it that
4-H is recognized in the community
and throughout the country as a valu-
able experience for the development of
Head, Heart, Hands and Health, and
the making of responsible citizens.
GRASS ROOTS OPINION
HARLINGEN, TEXAS, STAR:
"It is high time for an abrupt termina-
tion of the all too prevalent 'sweet-
heart' arrangement between govern-
ment and business. When someone has
indicated, in no uncertain terms, that
he intends to cut your throat, it takes
a fool to hand him a knife. Government
control of a business while permitting
the owners to retain nominal owner-
ship and the taxpaying privilege is
fascistic, while outright appropriation
and ownership by the government is
communistic."
IDOEGET CUR NEE
THEN LAUGH
Build for yourself a strong box,
Fashion each part with care;
When it's strong as your hand can make it,
Put all your troubles there;
Hide there all thought of your failures
And each bitter cup that you quaff;
Lock all your heartaches within it,
Then sit on the lid and laugh.
Tell no one else its contents,
Never its secrets share;
When you've dropped in your care and worry
Keep them forever there;
Hide them from sight so completely
That the world will never dream half;
Fasten the strong box securely -
Then sit on the lid and laugh.
— Bertha Adams Backus
01-1-1
VI IEWI
—Of Other News
FRANKFORT—
One of the most pleasant and sat-
isfying experiences I have had re-
cently came through participation
last week in the Kentucky Cham-
ber of Commerce Tour of Eastern
Kentucky.
Some 110 of the state's business-
men took part in the trek which
carried us from Winchester to
Salyersville, Paintsville, Prestons-
burg, Pikeville, Elkhorn City,
Breaks Interstate Park, Shelby
Gap, Whitesburg, Hazard, Beatty-
ville, Richmond and then back to
Lexington and Louisville.
As a governor of Kentucky near-
ing the end of his term, I was able.
to tell local citizens of the various
communities not only of the great
strides our state has made in 'in-
fields during the last four years,
but also of the improvements
brought about and planned in their
own cities and counties.
I was pleased to announce at
Winchester, for instance, that the
main lodges at Natural Bridge and
Jenny Wiley State Parks would be
kept open all winter, with special
rates of $7 single and 810 double
from Dec. 1 through March W.
I also told of improvements
scheduled for various parks in East-
(Continued on Page Seven)
During the past few months we
have received large print books in
almost every shipment of books
that we have received from the De-
partment of Libraries in Frankfort.
These large print books are design-
ed for those who have difficulty
reading the regular size print. Thus
far we have received nine of these
books and would like to introduce
you to them.
MY ANTONIA by Willa Cather.
This inspiring story of an indomit-
able woman who triumphed over
life has stood for almost half a cen-
tury as a most notable example of
the richness of the American liter-
ary past. It is truly a book for all
men and women, as well as for all
seasons.
MAMA'S BANK ACCOUNT by
Kathryn Forbes. This is one of the
most beguiling and best loved books
ever to appear on the American lit-
erary scene. Full of wisdom, affec-
tion, warmth and humor it estab-
lished "Mama" as everybody's
favorite wife and mother. Already
known to millions through televi-
sion, the movies, and the stage,
this new Large Type edition will in-
troduce many new readers to the
story as it was originally (and per-
haps most perfectly) told.
MISTER ROBERTS by Thomas
Heggen. One of the great best sell-
ers to come out of World War /I,
MISTER ROBERTS is the story of
the Cargo Officer and First Lieu-
tenant of the U. S. S. Reluctant, a
naval auxiliary with none of the
glamour of an aircraft carrier or a
destroyer. The officers and men are
an embittered but likeable group,
who spend their time waging an in-
cessant guerrilla warfare against
the captain. The agonizing unevent-
ful months in the lonely Pacific
form the background for one of the
most moving and, at the same time,
most humorous novels.
SHERLOCK HOLMES' GREAT-
EST CASES by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle. "Breathes there a man or
woman in any civilized country to-
day who has never heard of Sher-
lock Holmes? Unlikely, to say the
least. For, since the first tale ap-
peared in 1887, the Holmes saga has
been translated by latest count into
forty-one languages other than Eng-
lish. Meanwhile to the literate and
illiterate alike the name of the
great sleuth has become an interna-
tional symbol of all that is estim-
able and, yet let us face it un-
ashamedly, romantic and glamor-
ous in the pursuit and detection of
crime." — from the Introduction by
Howard Haycraft.
A NIGHT TO REMEMBER by
Walter Lord. At 11:40 P. M. on
April 4, 1912, the "unsinkable"
TITANIC struck an iceburg and be-
gan to sink. By 8:50 A. M. on April
15, it was all over. The great ocean
liner was lost on its maiden voyage
and the last of 705 survivors had
been pulled out of the freezing sea.
In the nine hours in between, 2,207
people faced together the supreme
crisis in their lives. Minute by min-
ute, detail by detail, this book re-
creates these incredible hours in
one of America's favorite and most
exciting best sellers.
NATIONAL VELVET by Enid
Bagnold. This delightful story of
what happened when a young girl
won a horse in a raffle has found a
richly deserved place in the hearts
of thousands of readers.
WHITE FANG by Jack London.
A great story of a great dog that
has thrilled millions of readers and
itemains one of the classics in
man's writing of the world he
shares with other animals.
THE SEA OF GI ASS by Conrad
Richter. The Pulitz r Prize winning
author of this dramatic and beauti-
ful book was only six years old
when he and his cousin tried to run
off to the West to fight Indians and
kill buffalo. The expedition failed,
but the hold of the West upon his
imagination eventually resulted in
one of the most distinguished of
American writing careers. He has
written a short novel about men and
women and cattle and homestead-
ers that re-creates an era in the
Southwest as few writers have ever
done.
THE NUN'S STORY by Kathryn
Hulme. This book .actually happen-
ed; it is true in its essentials. It is
the portrait of Sister Luke, a Bel-
gian girl who turned aside from
marriage to enter a famous nursing
order. In the trails, medical and
spiritual, which Sister Luke must
pass as she moves from novice to
nun and thence out to a hospital in
the Belgian Congo, she makes us
feel the humility of the true religi-
ous; she makes us admire her su-
periors and she makes us realize as
never before what a voice the con-
science must be in such a life.
FROM THE FILEVrt—
Tur,ning Bach The Clock=
October 10, 1947
More than two hundred attended the Junior Wo-
man's Club fashion show in the club rooms on October
9. Costumes were shown from Tiny-Toggery, The Lead-
er Store, Dotty Shop, Clarice Shop, K. Homra's and
HELLO WORLD: Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Williamson
announce the birth of a seven-pound and eight-ounce
son, E. E. Williamson, Jr., born Sunday night, October
5, in the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Maxberry are the parents of a
seven pound and twelve ounce baby girl, Lynn born Oc-
tober 2 at Haw's Memorial Hospital.
The First Methodist Church was the scene of a
wedding of simplicity and beauty on Wednesday Octob-
er 8, when Miss .lean Shelby, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Shelby, beame the bride of Tolbert Dallas, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Grover H. Dallas. The Rev. Walter E.
Mischke read the impressive ceremony. Miss Jane Shel-
by, sister of the bride, served as maid of honor and Don
Sensing served as best man. Ushers were Jack Carter
and Dick Meacham. Following an unannounced wed-
ding trip, the couple will make their home in Fulton.
Mrs. Joe Hall and Miss Virginia Brady were graci-
ous hostesses to a miscellaneous shower Wednesday
night in the home of Miss Brady in honor of Miss Martha
Jane Roberts, bride-elect of Robert McKnight. Follow-
ing contests, the honoree was sent on a treasure hunt
and at each point she found useful gifts for her kitchen.
Tea, cookies, sandwiches and nuts were served to the
guests.
Miss Wilma Jean Harris. was hostess to a beautifully
planned miscellaneous shower Wednesday night at her
home, honoring Miss Jean Shelby, bride-elect of Tolbert
Dallas. Following the opening of the gifts ice cream and
cake and a miniature corsage of roses were presented
guests.
Mrs. Ellis Beggs honored her little daughter Cleta
Dee on her third birthday Saturday afternoon at their
home on Cedar Street. Games were enjoyed, after which
the guests were invited to the dining room where ice
cream and cake topped with strawberries were served.
Mrs. Ward Johnson entertained members of her
bridge club Thursday afternoon. The members enjoyed
a delectable luncheon at the Coffee Shop, then went to
Mrs. Johnson's home, where games of contract were en-joyed. Mrs. Harry Bushart received high score prize and
Mrs. C. D. Edwards the guest prize.
Mrs. Carl Puckett honored her daughter, Mlr "orie,
Friday evening with a birthday dinner at their home on
the Union City Highway. A lovely birthday dinner was
served to the honoree and sixteen guests.
Of interest to her many friends here is the announc-
ed engagement of Miss Ruby Fuzzell daughter of Mrs.
S. E. Bruce of this city and the late James Fuzzell, to
James Cornelius Bowman of Wadesboro, N. C. The mar-
riage will take place during the Christmas holidays atQuezon City, Manila, Philippine Islands. Miss Juzzell
and Mr. Bowman are both connected with the Philippine
War Damage Commission. Upon the expiration of the
commission, they will make their home in Wadesboro.
Palestine: The W. S. C. S. met in the home of Mrs.
Ethel Browder Monday afternoon with thirteen mem-
bers present. Mrs. Richard Mobley presided in the
absence of the president Mrs. Gus Browder. During the
social hour the hostess served cold drinks and sandwich-
es.
West State Line: Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Griffin
bought the farm of the late Fount Gibson near Austin
Springs. Mr. and Mrs. Griffin and little daughter, Ann,
have been living on the Hillman Collier's farm for the
past four years.
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IThe News Reports . ..SCATTERED PATTERAbout People and ThingsBy Mary Louisa Gossom I
Surely Kentucky cannot be topped
when it comes to having oddly
named towns. After all what state
can beat Monkey's Eyebrow,
Gravel Switch, Paint Lick, and
Rabbit Hash? While there seems to
be no logic to the naming of some
of the towns, the community of
Uno has a plausible if not accurate
explanation for its name.
Joe Creason of the Courier Jour-
nal, one of my favorite writers,
came up with this story which I
think is worth retelling.
It seems that years ago there was
a moonshiner active in the com-
munity. lie had such a loyal clien-
tele that, eventually, his customers
didn't even have to ask for a bot-
tle of his famous product when
they came to his place. They'd just
wink knowingly and say "You
know." 
•
In time, the community came to
be known as Uno, the name it
adopted when a postoffice was es-
tablished.
Needless to say. Uno has been
responsible for many jokes and an
occasional misunderstanding. Like
the day before automobiles when a
new drummer for a Louisville hard-
ware firm came into town for the
first time, driving a team of horses
hitched to a buggy.
"What's the name of this town?"
he asked a man seated outside a
store.
"Una," came the reply.
"No, I don't know," the drummer
shot back, his temper rising. "No
need for you to get smart with me.
Now I'm gonna ask you once more
'he name of this place."
"Darn it" the localite
'I said Uno!"
And that's when the big fight
started.
The Fulton Jr. High football team
won their first game last week 13-6,
and you've never seen a happier
bunch of boys. They got so excited
they ran back up field, forgetting
the try for the extra point. They
have a 1.1 record now.
Ivan Jones of Hollywood, Cali-
fornia visited his parents, Mr. and
Mrs I. M. Jones, last week and at-
tended the Banana Festival.
Louise and Wendell Butts spent
several days in Colorado Springs
last week. They flew by jet from
Memphis.
Dr. and Mrs. Ward Bushart had
as their guests last weekend their
daughter, Mrs. Bobby Hyland, and
Mr. Hyland of Brandenburg, Ky.
Other guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Haag of Lexington.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lancaster of
Hobart, Indiana visited his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Lancaster, and
attended the Banana Festival.
I don't know what a "Flea Mar-
ket" is, but the Terry Norman PTA
is having one October 7. It sounds
interesting.
It has been some time since I
had a seven-year old boy, but I
think the parents of those who do
might find this piece of informa-
tion comforting. At least they'll
know they're not alone. According
to federal researchers an active
seven-year old boy will need a new
S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 broachvay, South Puttee
Phone 474-1464
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpet's,
—Jim Martin Paints
Distilled higher fo melltmnes
Dee char.barrel
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pair of shoes about every 10 weeks.
The range is from 20 days to 9
months. The seven-year old, who
weighs about 55 pounds, puts 800
tons of weight on his shoes every
day in the 30,000 steps he takes. Not
to mention the jumps, skips, scuffs,
skids, and trips through puddles.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter O'Connell
of Nashville were house guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy McCarthy last
week-end.
Fultonians were disappointed that
Burnham Dallas, a local boy,
wasn't one of the skydivers that
jumped over the Fulton Country
Club during the Banana Festival.
Burnham is slated to go to Viet-
nam and was not allowed to make
the jump.
Peggy Scott Hussey, formerly of
Fulton, was a guest of her monther,
Mrs. Ruth Scott, last week-end. An
exhibit of Peggy's paintings was a
feature of the Arts and Crafts dis-
p/ay at the Woman's Club.
Meredith Miller, daughter of
Rodney and Lois Miller, should
certainly be well versed in foreign
languages when she completes this
year at St. Mary's Episcopal
School at Sewanee, Tennessee. Not
only is she taking Latin and French,
but her roommate is from Iran.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Engel, Mrs. Alex
Khourie, Ernest Khourie. Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Homra, Mrs. Willie
Homra and Mr. and Mrs. Foad
Homra attended the wedding of
Sondra Noffel to Lt. Max Strom-
berg in Portageville, Mo. last week.
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Weaks last week-end was their
grandson, John Dickin, of Lexing-
ton.
Guests of Mrs. Bob White this
past week-end were her grand-
children, Irene and Matt DeBoor, of
Lexington. Irene and Matt and John
Dickin came down together to at-
tend the Banana Festival.
R. Paul and Mary Jo Westpheling
spent the weekend with their par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westphel-
ing. R. Paul is a student at Bell-
armine College in Louisville, and
Mary Jo is a student at the Acad-
emy of the Sacred Heart at St.
Charles, Mo. •
Congratulations to Jubie Hender-
son, whose picture was selected as
the favorite in the area art show
during the Banana Festival. Mr.
Henderson's picture won by over
100 votes.
W. M. Qualls of Grosse Point,
Michigan, was the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Seldon Reed, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Mac Reed, and Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Pirtle last week. Mr. Qualls
attended the second Banana Festi-
val and has not missed one since.
The News takes pleasure in wish-
ing "Happy Birthday" to the fol-
lowing friends:
October 6: Brenda Allen; October
7: Treva Lou Hedge, Vera Smith;
October 8: Vava Finch: October 9:
Mrs. Ruth Puckett;
October 10: Thomas Exum,
Louise Hicks, Mrs. Bob McKnight;
October H: D. J. Jones, Terry Rud-
dle; October 12: Lona Farabough,
Sara Linton, Bebby Polsgrove, Ron-
ald Mulcahy.
KENTUCKY METROPOLIS
Lexington, with 834 persons was
the metropolis of Kentucky when it
became a state in 1792. Louisville
had 200 persons.
It's Bourbon Country's top seller.
Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof & 100 Proof Bottlecl•In•Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville. Kentucky.
•
MAKING PROGRESS ON THE PENNYRILE—A workman measures off lum-
ber at an overpass construction site on the Pennyrile Parkway near Hopkinsville
in Christian County. Governor Edward T. Breathitt says the 56.6-mile superhigh-
way from Henderson to the Tennessee line will be completed in the fall of 1968.
MRS JOHN SHERMAN COOPER
Dear Friends:
Labor Day week found Newport,
Rhode Island at its best. There were
bright clear days and a stiff At-
lantic breeze for the hundreds of
sailboats that went out each day
to watch Australia's "Dame Patty"
and America's "Intrepid" practic-
ing for the next week's Gold Cup
races. The small New England
town was hung with Australian and
American flags which were being
photographed by neat little Japa-
nese sailors. They had arrived on
tour destroyers and a battleship to
commemorate the one-hundreth an-
niversary of our Admiral Perry's
arrival in Japan. I saw their ships
in the harbor strung with Japanese
lanterns when they were giving a
reception for the Admirals in Com-
mand of our Naval Base and War
College. A German destroyer was
also in the harbor—a startling sight
for one who can remember World
War II,
Mr. and Mrs. Drexel gave a din-
ner for the Australians before the
Gold Cup dance in their honor. I
was seated next to a good-looking
man and asked him if he had come
to see the races. fie said yes. After
dinner, a friend told me I had been
sitting next to Bus Mossbacher, the
captain of the "Intrepid." I felt
very country not to have recognized
the greatest American sailor who
has just been on the cover of Time.
The Gold Cup dance was given in
a beautiful old house that formerly
belonged to Vincent Astor. I noticed
a marvelous-looking young couple
and asked who they were, unfort-
unately, to the same friend. "If you
read the newspapers in Washing-
ton," she said breezily, "you would
recognize both Bus Mosshacher and
the King and Queen of Greece!"
Harper's Bazaar published their
list of a Hundred American Womtn
of Achievement, and invited them
to be guests of honor at a luncheon
in New York. As I was fortunate
enough to be one of the one hun-
dred, I went up for the occasion.
Mayor Lindsay was the main speak-
er. It was a great opportunity to
meet some of the outstanding Amer-
ican women—Dr. Mary Lois Mur-
phy of New York's Memorial Hos-
pital, Germaine Vree, critic of
French literature who teaches at
Wisconsin University, Sandra Hoch-
man, a young poet, and many many
others. Three California friends had
come for the luncheon—Julia
Childs, known to all of you and
absolutely charming, Mrs. Norman
Chandler of the Los Angeles Times
Mirror whose lasting achievement
is the new music center in Los
Angeles, and Mrs. Robert Miller
who does so much for the opera in
San Francisco. I was glad that Ken-
tucky was represented, even though
there are so many of you who are
better qualified to be on the list
than I am.
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Jack Levine, of Altamont,
spent one night last week with Mr.
and Mrs. A. Simpson,
Mrs. Harry Pruett, of St. Louis,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. E. B.
Freeze.
Mr. and Mrs. Murrell Williams
spent the week end in Louisville
with their son and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Lane Wade
and children, Robert and Penny, of
Morehead, Ky., spent the week end
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Wade, and Andy. Kenny
Lane is now teaching in Morehead
College.
The Cayce Cafe has been reopen-
ed by Mrs. Juanita Barnes. Every-
one will be glad to know it is open-
ed again.
We were sorry to hear of the
death of Mr. Jim Dugan of Ham-
mond, Ind. He is the husband of the
former Elizabeth Hampton, the
son-in-law of Mrs. Mae Wall and
brother-in-law of Harold Hampton.
Funeral and burial were Monday at
his home town. Harold left Sunday
to attend the funeral. We extend
sympathy.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Pruett, of St.
Louis, attended the funeral and
burial of his uncle, J. C. Menees,
Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Keithly Cruce and
sons were Sunday dinner guests of
Mrs. Lurline Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Carr Bon-
durant, of Nashville, spent the week
 
 end with his father, Maurice Bon-
A minor injury cost Al Phaneuf
has job as a starting defensive half-
back for the University of Kentucky
football team last spring, but the
fast Canadian has served notice his
absence from the lineup is strictly
temporary.
Phaneuf, who started at the left
cornerback position last season, has
been described by Coach Charlie
Bradshaw as one of the best de-
fensive halfback prospects at UK in
years.
He was signed by Kentucky after
Bradshaw attended a Montreal
Alouettes' summer prep camp in
1964. That season, as a freshman,
Phaneuf led the Kittens in receiving
with eight catches for 113 yards and
two touchdowns.
He was held out of competition
the following year and developed
his strength until he could bench'
press 300 pounds.
"He has perhaps as much quick-
ness as anybody on our squad,"
Bradshaw said. "And this and his
strength to good hands, football in-
stinct and love of contact and you
have quite a football prospect."
There is also the extra challenge
provided by Phil Greer, a 6-foot-2,
190 lb. junior who held down the
cornerback post last spring.
Greer came to UK as a quarter-
back and switched to end last sea-
son before settling in the defensive
secondary. In one spring scrim-
mage, he intercepted a pass and re-
turned long yardage for a touch-
down.
He also showed marked improve-
ment in all-around play, causing
Bradshaw to observe that Greer
will help a lot in the defensive sec-
ondary.
Greer came to UK from Jenkins.
His brother, Roger, an all-confer-
ence fullback-end with last season's
Cavalier team, is a member of this
year's freshman team.
The agricultural-engineering cur-
riculum at the University of Ken-
tucky is jointly administered by the
Colleges of Agriculture and Engi-
neering, and provides engineering
knowledge for the agricultural in-
dustry and closely related industry.
durant, and grandmother, Mrs.
Clara Carr,
The Birthday Club met last Tues-
day with Mrs. Sallie Johnson and
helped Mrs. Birdie Copeland cele-
brate her birthday. They also re-
memb,red Mrs. Annie Arrington
with some nice gifts.
Cayce was saddened last Satur-
day morning to hear of the death of
J. C. Menees, Sr. He was a life-
long resident of Cayce and loved
by all who knew him. An overflow-
ing crowd of friends and relatives
filled the Cayce Methodist Church
Sunday afternoon to show their by.
for him, lie will be missed by a
his friends and family and in hi
church, which he loved dearly. W
send sympathy to his family.
Warren County, which dates back
to 1796, was taken from Logan
County and named for General
Joseph Warren, a hero of the Bat-
tle of Bunker Hill.
— WE NOW HAVE ALL NAME BRANDS SHOES INCLUDING —
College Miss Loafers
Deb Towners Loafers
Miss Wonderful
Paradise Kittens
D'Cardo
Patios
Cangemi Coeds'
Vaneli
De Angelo
Town & Country
Byron's
Personality
Hush Puppies
MONDAYS Through THURSDAYS
FRIDAYS and SATURDAYS
10 A.M. To 6 P. M.
10 A. M. To 8 P. M.
1 P. M. To 6 P. M.
Located-1 mile from South Fulton City Limits
On Martin Highway
Daringly new!
Chevrolet's new line of
Super Sports for '68.
Computer-tuned suspension systems. Improved
shock absorbers. New double-cushioned rubber
body mounts. They all team up to bring you the
smoothest, most silent Chevrolet ride ever. A fresh
new idea in ventilation comes standard on every
1968 Camaro and Corvette. It's Astro Ventilation,
a system that lets air in, but keeps noise and wind
Be smart!
Be sure!
Buy now at your
Chevrolet
dealer's.
out, You'll appreciate all the proved safety
features on the '68 Chevrolets, including the
GM-developed energy-absorbing steering
column and many new ones. More style.
More performance. More all-around value. One
look tells you these are for the man who loves
driving. One demonstration drive shows whyl
• AUSTIN 
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SPRINGS
 You Don't Have To Be Millionaire To Enjoy Traveling In AmericaBy Mrs cares
Dave Mathis. citizen of our vil-
lage, is laid up due to some compli-
cation that arose several days-ago.
He is having his medication under
the supervision of his family physic-
ian, Dr. Wilson of Dresden. We
hope he will be feeling better short-
ly.
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his ap-
pointment at New Salem Baptist
Church the past Sunday at 11 a. m.
and also in the evening. 'Tis
on next Sunday night that the class
and congregation meets in song
worship. AU singers are invited by
the church and the leaders, Sam
Mathis and James McClure, Jr.,
who have a good program planned.
Mr. and Mrs. Huse McGuire re-
turned home last Wednesday, after
several days visiting children, Rev.
and Mrs. Carey Puckett, in May-
field. Their visit was thoroughly en-
joyed by all.
. Grant Bynum is improved at his
home near here. He was in Fulton
Friday for a check-up by his phy-
sician, Dr. Nelson.
Funeral services were held Sun-
day afternoon at 2:30 in Roberts
Funeral Home at Mayfield for Mrs.
Willie Wray, formerly the wife of
the late Dee Puckett. Mrs. Wray
had lived near Mayfield for several
years and was formerly a resident
near Sprout's levee. Many friends
and relatives will regret to hear
of her passing. Burial was in Mor-
gan County District No. 1. All ar-
rangements were under the direc-
tion of Roberts Funeral Home.
Rev. and Mrs. Dallas Hemphill,
Mr. and Mrs. Skeeter Terry, all of
Union City, and Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Lawrence of Fulton were visitors
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Grover
True Sunday afternoon.
Some from this area attended the
Weakley County Singing Convention
which met atI'leasant View Baptist
Church Saturday night and Sunday,
with a large crowd attending. Some
fine singing was heard by all the
listeners.
It was Homecoming Day at Lynn-
ville Baptist Church the past Sun-
day, where Rev. Les Morgan is
pastor. A large crowd attended.
Lunch was spread at noon and
there was singing in the afternoon.
Everyone enjoyed the day seeing
old friends and meeting new ones.
TWO OPPOSITES
Kentucky's first Constitution was
marked by a strong Bill of Rights
and an ironbound guarantee to pro-
tect the institution of slavery.
You don't have to be a million-
aire to sip vintage champagne, go
on a jungle safari, or board a lux-
ury liner. In fact, you don't need a
penny.
These are just a few of the thou-
sands of free attractions that vaca-
timers are discovering throughout
the United States. Penniless tour-
ists can ride the safari train in a
Missouri game preserve, cruise
Texas waters aboard the good ship
Sam Houston and drink aged
champagne at wineries from New
York to-California.
Free Trip To Moon
Some museums and art galleries
not only display their treasures
\%ithout charge but entertain view-
ers with free movies, live concerts,
and eye-popping planetarium
shows.
At.Naticnal Geographic's Explor-
ers Hall in Washington, D. C., visi-
tors lwatch sound-and-light demon-
strations on the world's largest un-
mounted globe and take a simulat-
ed space-ship journey to the moon.
Fascinating and free tours for the
public are offered by hundreds of
factories across the United States.
Tours are as diverse as American
industry: from glass blowing and
pretzel twisting to the production
of copper, cameras, and cabin
cruisers. .Many faeturibs give away
souvenirs and samples, offer free
refreshments, even provide free
baby-sitting service,
American manufacturers pioneer-
ed free guided tours because they
learned that opening their doors
created g-od will—As well as inter-
est in their products. Some indus-
tries spend large sums of money
to make their tours pleasant as
well as educational. The Corning
Glass Company, in New York
maintains the world's largest mu-
seum devoted to glass. Automobile
companies in Michigan carry
guests around on miniature trains
wl He uniformed guides explain as-
sembly-line techniques.
Farmers are just as anxious to
show off their skills to city folks.
Moon's Angus
Wins District
Carcass Show
Mark Moon, sixteen-year-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Moon, of
Route 3, Fulton, was the proud own-
er of the Aberdeen Angus-steer that
won the Purchase District carcass
show, held at Reelfoot Packing
Company on September 28. Mark is
a student at Hickman County High
School. This animal was one of his
FFA projects.
This show was held in connection
with the on-foot district show at
Murray, Ky. on September 25. The
animal was first shown in the Hick-
man County show and was reserve
champion.
The carcass contest is the final
and most exact determination of
the best steer, since the carcass is
the ultimate goal. The on-foot judge
selects the steer he thinks will have
the best carcass, but, until the ani-
mal is hung on the rail, it is guess-
work. After it is in the carcass
stage the exact measurements,
weights and tests are made to de-
termine the placings.
The on-foot judge was Dr. Frank
Buck and the judges for the final
show were Drs. W. Y. Varney and
Walter Huffman, all of the Univer-
sity of Kentucky.
MANY UK ENGINEERS
The first engineering degree at
the University of Kentucky was
granted in 1890. Since that time,
some 6,000 degrees have been
awarded in the various fields of
engineering.
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Kentlicky born
and bred.
Old Medley is bourbon in the
finest traditions of Old Kentucky
Especially made by
Fleischmann to be smooth and
mellow—a 90 proof bourbon
remarkably rich in flavor and
character. Yet you'll find it
surprisingly modest in price.
For bourbon you'll be proud to
serve, ask for Old Medley. 0111=2"ti $4.25 Fifth
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00 Proof Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey.
Distilled by the Flolachmann Distilling Corporation, Owensboro, Kentucky.
The Walker Gordon Farm in
Plainsboro, New Jersey, demon-
strates a unique "cow merry-go-
round" that milks 300 cows an
hour. A soilless farm in Lehigh
Acres, Florida, grows yard-long
beans in water and gives away
sample kits so that visitors can
try hydroponic gardening in their
own backyards. Other farmers show
sightseers how to raise bees, but-
terflies, exotic spices, race horses,
and rare orchids.
Cowboys Serve Free Lunch
Many cities offer free attractions
to lure vacationists.
New York City entertains visi-
tors with dozens of free plays, con-
certs, and movies. San Francisco
VICENZA, ITALY—Army Specialist Four John E. Morgan, (second
from right), son of Mr. and Mrs. John E. Morgan, Route 1, Hickman,
Ky., was one of several hundred soldiers who saw the "George Jessel
Show" Sept. 2 near Vicenza, Italy.
After the show the performers, Ron Richarciello (left), George Jesse!
(second from left), and Kiki Paige signed autographs and posed for
pictures.
George Jessel spoke to the men of his recent Vietnam tour, of state-
side draft card burners, and other subjects. Ron Richardello played
music from the 20's and 30's as well as the 60's on his.accordian. Miss
Paige sang love songs from home, often leaving the stage to mingle with
the men.
Spec. Morgan is a launcher crewman with Team 2 of the 31st Artil-
lery Detachment,
Federal Agencies Seeking 2,500 To
Fill Positions In Variety Of Jobs
Approximately 2,500 college-cali-
ber people will be needed by Fed-
eral agencies located in Illinois, In-
diana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio
and Wisconsin within the next year
for a variety of professional, techni-
cal and administrative positions.
The Federal Service Entrance
Examination is used to ,fit thes
positions and offers career oppor-
tunities in fields such as personnel
management, general administra-
tion, economics and other social
sciences, social security administra-
tion, management analysis, tax col-
lection, computer programming,
budget management, statistics, in-
vestigation, purchasing and supply,
housing management, adjudication
and other quasi-legal work and food
and drug administration. Persons
who can demonstrate the ability re-
Western Passes 10,000
Enrollment Milestone
Western Kentucky University's
enrollment has passed the 10,000-
student milestone in setting another
all-time high for the 1967-68 fall
semester.
A total of 10,149 regularly enrolled
college students are attending West-
ern this fall, according to figures
released today by Registrar Rhea
Lazarus.
A total of 8,710 students were en-
rolled last year for the fall semes-
ter, giving the University an over-
all increase of 1,439 students, or
16.5 per cent more than the 1966-67
enrollment.
TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Antennas Installed
I ROPER
TELLPV/SION
306 Main Phone 472-3843
(wired for entrance and who can
grow and develop on the job, may
aspire to the highest career assign-
ments in the years ahead.
The examination is open to col-
lege seniors and graduate students,
regardless of their major field of
study, as well as persons who have
had equivalent experience. Starting
salaries are $5331 or $6451 per year,
depending upon the qualifications
of the candidate. A limited number
of Management Internships are also
available with starting salaries of
$6451 and $7696 per year.
A written test is required. Appli-
cants who file by October 11, 1967
will be scheduled for the written
test to be given on November 18,
1967. Additional tests will be given
every month except during Decem-
ber, August and September.
Announcements and application
forms may be obtained from most
college Placement Offices, Post Of-
fices, Interagency Boards of U. S.
Civil Service Examiners, or from
the Chicago Region, U. S. Civil Ser-
vice Commission, Main Post Office
Building, Chicago, Illinois 60607.
All applicants will be considered
without regard to race, creed,
color, national origin or sex.
sponsors summer opera and polo
games; Sarasota, Florida, stages
thrilling water-ski shows; Washing-
ton, D. C., offers summer-long
military shows and Shakespeare
under the stars.
Big cities have no monopoly on
free hospitality, according to See
America Free, a new paperback
describing thousands of free at-
tractions. Author Sallie Ann Rob-
bins, a young Washington house-
wife and mother, especially com-
mends Buffalo. Wyoming, where
friendly cowboys escort visitors on
free, all-day tours of working
ranches and historic sites. Hearty
lunches are included -'free, of
course.
EDC Announces Part-Time Service
Center Opening In South Fulton
The Northwest Tennessee Economic Development
Council is announcing the opening of a new part-time
Neighborhood Service Center in South Fulton. It will be
in the City Hall building on Monday and Friday from 8
a. m. to 5 p. m.
Presently there are three other Centers located in
Obion County - in Union City, Hornbeak and Obion.
These centers have been in existence since May 1967.
The NWTEDC, which sponsors
these Centers, is funded under the
Office of Economic Opportunity.
The center provides information and
special programs to both benefit
and educate members of low-
income families. Such educational
programs include sewing classes,
buying and preparing nutritional
meals, money management, and
medical self-help classes. Another
function of the NSC is to make re-
liable and adequate information
available regarding other local,
state and federal agencies. Aside
from conducting consumer classes
and providing information, the Cen-
ters work with families in such
areas as job placement, homemak-
er services and encouraging fam-
ilies and individuals to take ad-
vantage of the fac:'es available to
them.
Each Center has an advisory
committee, made i p of people from
the communities served by the
Center. Committees will be organ-
ized with the intent of providing
advice on the operation of the Cen-
ter, developing self-help programs
and offering ideas on programs
which can be developed as part of
the Community Action Program.
Through this committee, the staff
of each Center will accurately feel
the pulse of its community.
Two members are needed from
the South Fulton area to complete
the Advisory Committee. Anyone
who will serve should cantact Act-
ing City Manager, James Hickman.
Private enterprise annually con-
tributes several million dollars to
the 4-H program for educational
trips, training aids, awards and
recognition.
Murray State ,11
Llsts 7,017 For
Fall Semester
Final enrollment at Murray State
University for the fall semester
stands at 7,017, largest in the his-
tory of the instittuion, Registrar
Wilson Gantt reported Monday.
There are 524 more students on
campus this fall than there were a
year ago when Murray State's pre-
vious high enrollment was estab-
lished.
The student body this term in-
cludes 6,364 full-time students and
65.3 part-time students.
A breakdown by classes shows
2,143 freshmen, 1,486 sophomores,
1,432 juniors, 1,357 seniors, and 599
graduate students.
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I lospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
Come To Where The Used Car -
Savings Are!
1967'
1967
1966
1965
1965
1962
Chevrolet Bel Air, 4-door sedan, radio, heater, white tires auto-
matic transmission, local. Low mileage car $2295.00
Pontiac. Ventura, 4-door, hard top, fully equipped, including
Vinel top, clean as new
Buick Special, 4
-door sedan. This car is still under company
warranty. Only $1895.00
Bonneville Pontiac, 4door, hardtop, fully equipped, local, low
mileage car. Priced to sell.
Star Chief Pontiac, 4-door sedan, fully equipped, local one own-
er car $1995.00
Olds Dynamic, 4door, hardtop, radio, heater, white tires, power
steering, power brakes, automatic transmission $795.00
KING MOTOR CO. INC.
WEST STATE LINE
Phone 479-2271
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• PILOT OAK
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
Part of last week felt like Christ-
mas was almost here, but it's much
warmer now and we've decided it's
a few weeks away.
Mrs. Alma Boulton and Mrs. Lu-
dic Casey were Monday afternoon
guests of Mrs. Ira Raines and Mrs.
Pankey.
We extend our sympathy to the
family of Bill Melton, who passed
away suddenly last week. His fun-
eral was last Wednesday at Jackson
Funeral chapel in Dukedom, with
burial in the Oak Grove Church
Cemetery.
Carlisle Cruse remains in the
Baptist Hospital at Memphis and is
not feeling too much better. He
hopes to come home soon.
Mrs. Boyd Casey visited her dau-
ghter, Mrs. Herschel Floyd, of
Mayfield Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. B. If. Lowry, of
Pilot Oak. and Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Yates, of near Water Valley. at-
tended the Baptist Association Sat-
urday and Sunday, held .at Cane
t'reek near Martin.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson and
Mrs. Alma Boulton attended the
lianana Festival at Fulton Satur-
day.
Mrs. Ammie Seay and daughters,
Mrs. Virgil Arnett of near Water
Valley and Mrs. Sylvia Back of
Colorado, visited her sister, Mrs.
Maggie Pankey Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Work of
Mayfield entertained her mother,
Mrs. Revel Moody. of Water Val-
ley, with a birthday supper Satur-
day night in Greenfield. Those at-
tending were Mr. and Mrs. Parvin
Walker of Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Wheeler of Sedalia. Mr. and
'Mrs. Moody and Mr. and Mrs.
Work.
Mrs. Lexie Floyd and Mrs. Cas-
s' Taylor were Tuesday afternoon
guests of Mrs. Alma Boullon.
Sunday afternoon guests of Mrs.
Maggie Pankey were Mr. and Mrs.
Dockery Webb and Mr. and Mrs.
Revel Moody.
Mrs. Jimmy Lowry and children,
if Memphis, spent the week end
isiting relatives in this vicinity
and attending the Banana Festival.
Mrs, John Yates entered the Ful-
ton Hospital Saturday night and
remains a patient there. Hope she
feels better soon.
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Emerson
and Bob, from Tennessee, were
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Emerson Friday night. •
Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Floyd, of
Pilot Oak, were Sunday dinner
guests of their son and wife, Mr.
and Mrs. Herschel Floyd of May-
field.
Mrs. Bob Scott and daughters, of
Lone Oak, were Sunday afternoon
visitors of her mother, Mrs. Taylor
VET'S REP. COMING
If S. Miles, contact representa-
tive of the Kentucky Disabled Ex.
Service Men's Board, will be at the
Chamber of Commerce in Fulton
from 9 a. m. until 3 p. m., October
13. to assist veterans and their de-
pendents with claims for benefits
due them as a result of their mili
tary service.
CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polisher.
Exchange Furniture Co.
HELP WANTED MALE OR FE-
MALE: WANTED AT ONCE—Deal-
er to supply consumers with Raw-
high Products in Fulton Co. or City
of Fulton. Experience unnecessary.
Write Rawleigh, Dept. KYJ-1071-80,
Freeport, m.
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get out
prices. We service all makes TV
Elmo Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.
NI
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COMMONWEALTH Of KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT Of HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be received by
the Department of highways at its
office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until
10:00 A. M. Eastern Standard Time
on the 20th day of October, 1967, at
Which time bids will be publicly
opened and read for the improve-
ment of:
FULTON COUNTY, SP 38-247 The
Hickman-Tennessee State Line (Ky.
94) Road, from W. C. L. of Hick-
man to the Tennessee State Line,
distance of 12.000 miles. Bituminou-
Surf a cc.
Bid and Specimen proposals fel
all projects are available until 3:01
P. M. EASTERN STANDARli
TIME on the day preceding the bid
opening date at the Division of
Contract Controls at a cost of $2
each. (EXCEPT FOR PIKE COUN-
TY, BC 98-255-F, SEE SPECIAL
NOTE.) Bid proposals are issued
only to prequalified contractors, ex-
cept on projects upon which the
prequalification requirements have
been waived. Remittance payable
to the State Treasurer of Kentucky
must accompany request for pro-
posals.
Dub Burnette and a-..sistant pour in a layer of delicious vanilla wafers over a layer of freshly-sliced bananas at the Pure Milk Company plant
early Saturday morning before parade time. Special otexigiass container was made jus1 for this purpose, and this is the one that you have seen
in every Festival parade, Container is filled to the top with bananas, wafers and custard ... and if you've never had your free helping, you've
missed a delicious dessert.
The Ecstasy Of Victory's Moment
SAY IT WITH A HUG: Princess Cynthia Gay Vincent congratulates Pam
Shaw after the announcement that Pam had been named her successor
Saturday night at the finals of the Princess Pageant. Old friends, Pam
was third runner-up to Cynthia last year, and was named "Miss Con.
geniality" in 1966 as well.
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Deaths
Wesley B. Davis
Wesley B. Davis died on Tuesday,
October 3, in the Fulton Hospital.
Funeral services were held yes-
terday, Wednesday, in Whitnel Fun-
eral chapel, with Rev. George
Comes, pastor of the First Metho-
dist Church, officiating. Burial was
in Obion County Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Davis, 82, was an Obion
County farmer and livestock deal-
er. He was senior partner of W. B
Davis and Son Livestock dealers
for many years before he retired.
He was a member of the First
Methodist Church.
He was born in Obion County, the
son of the late Felix and Zora Roper
Davis. His wife, Mrs. Willie Davis,
pc ceded him in death in May 1966.
Slhwiving are two sons, Bud
Davis and Ben F. Davis of Fulton;
one brother Joe D. Davis of Fulton;
one sister, Mrs. Thelma Russell of
Oklahoma City, three grand chil-
dren and one great grandson.
Mrs. Jess Wrighf
Mrs. Jess Wright died last Fri-
day, September 29, in Hillview Hos-
pital.
Funeral service was held Sunday,
October 1, in the First Baptist
Church, with Rev. James W. Best,
pastor of the church, officiating.
Burial, under the direction of Whit-
net Funeral Home, was in Liberty
Cemetery.
Mrs. Wright, 67, was born in Ful-
ton County, the daughter of the late
J. W. and Mollie Samons Harrison.
She was a member of the First
Baptist Church in Fulton. She was
the former Mrs. Sally Wade.
Surviving are her husband, Jess
Wright; one daughter, Mrs. Ray-
mond E. Lynch of Memphis; two
sons, Billy Wade of Mountain
Grove, Mo. and Billy Joe Wade of
Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Nannie
Austin, Mrs. Walter Hawks and
Mrs. Lera Weatherspoon, all of Ful-
ton; one brother, Barrett Harrison
of Orlando, Fla., and seven grand-
children.
J. C. Menees, Sr.
Funeral services for J. C. Me-
nees, Sr., were held Sunday, Octo-
ber 1, in the Cayce Methodist
Church, with Rev. J. R. Crump of-
ficiating. Burial was in the Cayce
Cemetery, with Hornbeak Funeral
Home in charge.
Mr. Menees died unexpectedly on
September 30 at his home.
Mr. Menees, 76 was a life-long
resident of Cayce, Ky. He was born
in Fulton County, the son of the
late George and Alice McClelland
Menees, and was married to the
former Miss Manila Cason. He was
a member of the Cayce Methodist
Church and was a veteran of World
War 1.
In addition to his wife, he is sur-
vived by one son, J. C. "Buck" Me-
nees, sheriff of Fulton County, and
two grandchildren. Cheryl and
Keith Menees of Cayce.
Bennie Moore
Funeral si rvices for Bennie
Moore were held Monday, October
2, in Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Home at Clinton, with Rev. Vernon
Mischke officiating. Burial was in
Oak Wood Cemetery.
Mr. Moore, 42, of Route 4, Clin-
ton died Saturday morning, Septem-
ber 30, in the Clinton-Hickman
County Hospital, following a long
illness. '
Surviving are his wife, Mrs
Norma Jean Moore; three sons.
Paul, Eddie and Tommie Moore, all
of Clinton; his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Tommie Moore of Mayfield,
and one sister, Mrs. Dorothy Adams
of Paducah.
Clarence L. Weatherspoon died
Tuesday night, October 3, in Hawes
Memorial Nursing Home, following
an extended illness.
Graveside services will be held
this (Thursday) afternoon at two
o'clock in Greenlea Cemetery with
Rev. Charles Jobe, pastor of the
Riceville Baptist Church, officiat-
ing. Hornbeak Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements and friends
may call there until the funeral
hour.
Mr. Weatherspoon, 78, was born
in Hickman County, the son of the
late James L. and Mary L. Lips-
comb Weatherspoon. He lived ir
Riceville and was married to the
former Miss Laura Dircks, who sur-
vives. A brother Cecil Weather-
spoon, preceded him in death.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
October 9 - Feed Calf Sale
Brownsville.
October 10 - Feeder Calf Sale -
Newborn.
October 11 - Feeder Calf Sale
Brownsville,
October 12 - Feeder Calf Sale
Huntington.
October 16 - Feeder Calf Sale
Brownsville.
October 18 - Feeder Calf Sale
Brownsville,
IC, GM&O Merger Given Parkway Contracts Let;
Big Push This Week Ky. 94 Will Be Next
A move to merge the Illinois Central and Gulf, Mo-
bile and Ohio railroads was under way this week after
announcement of basic agreement on terms.
Next step in the merger process would be approval
by directors and stockholders, then what could be a pro-
longed series of public hearings by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission.
Officials of the two railroads, in a joint announce-
ment yesterday, said the merger proposal would be pre-
sented "immediately" for approval of their directors and
stockholders.
Although the proposed merger may have "no effect"
on IC employment and operations in Paducah, as the
Sun-Democrat quoted a company representative there
Tuesday, it could have a beneficial effect on the Fulton
operations, The News feels. It would place Fulton in a
more critical position on the lines of the two systems.
GM&O and IC lines parallel each other from Cairo
to Jackson, Tenn. Fulton is the "hub" of north-south IC
system operations, with two lines feeding in from the
south and three from the north. Thirty freight trains
daily pass through this point, while only four travel the
Cairo-Jackson tracks on the GM&O.
An informed source here told The News Wednesday
that he did not see that the proposed merger would af-
fect local operations or system traffic patterns. His feel-
ings were that "it won't hurt" Fulton, and "it may help".
With the merger, the IC will have
almost as much track in Mississippi
as it has in Illinois. The IC now has
1,812 miles in Mississippi, the
GM&O 863. The IC has 2,03 miles
in Illinois, the GM&O 835.
The two lines' main tracks al-
most parallel each other. IC runs
from Chicago through Carbondale,
Ill., Cairo, Ill., Memphis, Green-
wood, Miss., and Jackson, Miss.,
to New Orleans. The GM&O runs
from Chicago to Cairo, Humboldt
and Jackson, Tenn.. then branches
into two lines, one through New Al-
bany, Louisville, Union, and Jack.
son, Miss., to New Orleans, the
other through Corinth, Tupelo, West
Point and Meridian. Miss., to Mo-
bile.
Terms of the stock agreement
announced by officials of the rail-
roads call for an exchange of Illi-
nois Central Industries (parent
company of the IC Railroad) com-
mon stock for each share of GM&O
common stock.
New cumulative prefenred stock
would be callable five years after
the date of the merger at $106 per
share, declining $1 each year until
the $100 level is reached, plus ac-
cumulated unpaid dividends. GM&O
preferred stock would be retired
prior to the merger.
The IC reportedly is the largest
single GM&O stockholder.
Merger studies have .been con-
ducted intermittently since 1962 by
the railroads, but picked up im-
petus following a July meeting in
New Orleans.
Contracts for 11.272 miles of bituminous concretc
surfacing on the Purchase Parkway in Fulton, Hickmar
and Graves Counties have been awarded by the High-
way Department, Governor Edward T. Breathitt anc
Highway Commissioner Mitchell W. Tinder announced
today.
The section which begins 2,250
feet west of Ky. 307 in Fulton Coun-
ty and extends to the Hickman-
Graves County line was awarded to
Ken-Tenn Construction Company
and McDade & McDade, Fulton, for
$1,706,148.90. This section is 6.313
miles long.
Ballenger Paving Compan y,
Greenville, South Carolina, submit-
ted the low bid of $1,204,31.13 for
the section which begins at the
Hickman-Graves County line and
extends to 1,400 feet southwest of
relocated Ky. 58, a distance of 4.959
miles.
Bids for bituminous surfacing on
The IC, larger of the two rail-
roads, has 6,477 miles of track in
14 states; the GM&O has 2,744 miles
of track in seven states.
Joint Statement
"Each company has a back-
ground of more than 100 years in a
territory much of which is just
now coming of age industrially,"
said Glen Brock, GM&O president,
and William B. Johnson, IC presi-
dent, in a joint statement.
"We feel certain that the merger
will benefit shippers, stockholders,
the public and employes alike."
Whittle! Funeral Home
offers .
1). Prompt, courteous ambu-
lance service with 2 staff rnem•
bers on duty at all times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
policies.
Telephone 472-2132
the Hickman
-Tennessee State lin((Ky. 94) Road in Fulton County wit
be received by the Highway De
partment on October 20, Govermy
Edward T. Breathitt and Highwa:
Commissioner Mitchell W. Tinde
announced today.
The project will begin at the wes
corporate limits of Hickman an
extend to the Tennessee State Line
a distance of twelve miles.
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
SUNSET DRIVE-IN
between Martin and Union CIfY
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Oct. 5-6-7
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk
SEAN CONNERY
You Only Live Twice
And
Hugh O'Brian, James Mitchum
Ambush Bay
Sunday, Monday, Oct. 8-9
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk
Warren Beatty, Natalie Wood
Splendor In The Grass
AND
Frank Sinatra, Deborah Kerr
Marriage On The Rocks
-- CLOSED —
Tuesday Wednesday
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Fulton County ASC Community
Committeemen Named For Year
Roy Bard, Chairman, Fulton ASC
County Committee, stated that bal-
lots for community committeemen
were tabulated on September 25,
1967. The following commiteemen
were elected:
Community A - M. L. Herring,
Chairman; E. A. Carver, Vice
Chairman; Harold Pewitt, Regurar
Member; Robert Thompson, First
Alternate; Edwin E. Harrison, Sec-
ond Alternate.
Community B - Harvey Atwill,
Chairman; T. R. Williamson, Vice
Chairman; M. 0. Champion, Regu-
lar Member; Neal Little, First Al-
ternate; T. V. Perry, Second Alter-
nate.
Community C - Richard Adams,
Chairman; Harold McClellan, Vice
Chairman; Vanoy Cox, Regular
Member; W. B. Sowell, First Alter- meet each Wednesday. Any farmer
nate; John Fleming, Second Alter- having problems or matters he
nate. would like to discuss with the com-
Community D - Charles E. bat- mittee is invited to do so. The Ful-
tus, Chairman;- Raymond Everett, ton ASCS County Office is open
Vice Chairman; Leo Cissell, Regu- • Monday through Friday, except
lar Member; Prather Mangold, holidays, from 8:00 A. M. to 4:45
First Alternate; Paul Logan, Sec- P. M.
With JIM PRYOR
Airicaltaral Agent, Illinois rastrol Redrew/
CHANGES IN AMERICA'S DIET
Meat consumption including poul-
try and fish was approximately 180
pounds per capita last year, a gain
of almost 24 pounds over that of
1950. This indicates Americans have
been shifting to a high protein diet.
The fact that cereals and potatoes
have also declined on the U. S.
housewife shopping list, also shows
postive results of this trend.
There has been little or no change
in a total consumption of fats on a
per capita basis although there
have been major shifts in the type
of fat used. The consumption of
animal fat has changed but very
little in total, however there have
been shifts within this area. The
home use of milk fat has declined,
but at the same time there have
been gains in meat, poultry, and
fish fat. Reports also show that-
there has been a sharp increase in
the use of vegetable oils. This in-
dicates the responsiveness of the
American people, to advertising and
research and to the national health
situations and dietary require-
ments.
Dairy products, however, still
provide more of the total food sup-
ply than any- other category. It is
estimated, that last year the per
capita consumption of milk in all
forms amounted to about 414
pounds. It is still reported by food
economists that milk and milk pro-
ducts provide more for your food
dollar than most any other product
ond Alternate.
Community E - Kelty Conder,
Chairman; Frank Parker, Vice
Chairman; Leslie Davis, Regular
Member; Fred Laster, First Alter-
nate; Russell Thomas, Second Al-
ternate.
T. M. Conder was reelected for a
three year term to the Fulton ASC
County Committee at the county
convention held at the Fulton ASCS
County Office September 27, 1967.
Richard Adams was elected as first
alternate and Mr. M. 0. Champion
as second alternate.
Roy Bard was elected to serve as
chairman of the committee, T. M.
Conder, vice chairman, and Clem
Atwill, regular member.
Mr. Bard announced that the
county committee would continue to
on the market.
During June, as you read news-
papers. listened to the radio, and
watched TV, you probably heard
much about milk and other dairy
products. If you dined away from
home you probably witnessed pro-
motional ideas in restaurants en-
couraging people to drink milk and
use more dairy products in their
diets. Some dairy committees gave
prizes to the waitresses who urged
their customers to drink milk or
use a dairy product in their order.
Supermarkets and Banks had dairy
bars with dairy princess serving
milk encouraging milk consump-
tion.
It will lje to your better health
to include more of the various dairy
products in your daily menu. Milk
is available to you in many forms
and per cent of butterfat, so re-
member this - you never outgrow
your need for milk.
Nelson and Neal, internationally
known duo-pianists and artists in
residence at the University of Ten-
nessee at Martin, will be presented
on campus in a faculty recital Tues-
day, October 10, at 8 p. m.
The October 10 program at the
UTM Music Building is open to stu-
dents and the public free of charge.
A public reception will be held im-
mediately after the program.
NEW EDUCATION CENTERS
The Kentucky State Board of
Education has authorized construc-
tion of four new extension centers
of the Lexington Area Vocational-
Technical School. They will serve
students in Clark, Bourbon, Frank-
lin, Owen, Anderson, Madison, Es-
till, Harrison, Scott, Grant and
Pendleton Counties.
TEN HIGH is Hiram Walker Bourbon.
True Bourbon. Great Bourbon. Sip
it slow and easy. Enjoy this exceptional
86 proof straight Bourbon whiskey.
86 PROOF • 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER & SONS INC., PEORIA, ILLINOIS
GIBRALTAR OF THE WEST—Three young ladies examine a six-ton anchor,
remnant of Civil War fortifications used by the South, at Columbus-Belmont
Battlefield State Park near Columbus, Ky. From the anchor, a chain was stretched
across the Mississippi River and secured to a similar anchor on the Missouri
side. Each link of the massive chain, which helped blockade the river, weighed
15 pounds. Atop high bluffs, the point had the distinction of being the most
heavily fortified position on the North American continent and became known
as the 'Gibraltar of the West."
Fulton Artists Will Exhibit At
Paducah Art Guild October Show
Watercolors, drawings and prints by members of
the Paducah Art Guild opened in the Guild Gallery, in
the market house, on Tuesday, October 3, and will be on
view during the month of October,
The Guild brings an outstanding artist to Paducah
to select the best work of each artist for the show and he
gives an open critique of each work as he makes his es-
lection.
This years exhibit was selected
by Robert Osborne, Director of the
Art Department of the University of
Evansville (Ind.), an active and
well known painter and teacher.
His work appears in the Mid-States
Annual Exhibit held in the Evans-
ville Museum. He recently had a
one man show in Louisville and we
too have had an exhibit of Mr. Os-
borne's paintings.
Fulton artists Mary Boyd and
Alva B. Adams are exhibiting their
paintings in this show and Nell
Rose, of Water Valley, a new mem-
ber of the Guild, is exhibiting for
the first time.
Gallery hours are Tuesday
through Saturday 12 to 4, Sunday 1
to 5. The Public is invited. There is
no admission fee.
Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
Horse
built by a committee.
It's an old joke. But the moral is as good today as it ever was. Henry Ward
knows that the most inefficient way to get efficiency in state government would
be to appoint another committee. Yet, that's what Henry Ward's opponent
would like to do.
Therefore, if you want more efficient state government, you have a choice.
You can vote for appointing a 50-man committee to study the matter again tot
a couple of years ... or you can vote for Henry Ward who knows what needs
to be done now, and has already done it wherever he has been in state
government. His 'record proves it.
If you want efficient government now . . .
Paid for by Kentuckians for Ward, Foster Cfckerman, Chairman, Robert Evans, Treasurer, Sheraton Hotel, Louisville.
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Series Of TV Programs
Provide Business Help
A series of television programs
conducted by members of the Uni-
versity of Missouri Extension Staff
ill be of interest to many families
in the Purchase Area according to
Mrs. Maxine Griffin, Kentucky
Ilome Economics Area Program
I eader.
The schedule for these programs,
all of which will be from 7:00 a. m.
7:30 a. m. on WPSD - Paducah
Station, is as follows:
October 7 - Managing Your Mon.
October 14 - Money Talks About
Credit.
October 21 - Money Talks About
redit and Are You A Sharp Shop-
per.
October 28 - Understanding Life
insurance.
November 4 - Understanding Life
Insurance.
U. S. Department of Agriculture
lialletins discussing each of the
above subjects will be available
from the local Extension Office dur-
ing October. These are free upon
request Mrs. Griffin stated.
REVIVAL!
A revival is in progress at the
Riceville Baptist Church this week,
aith services each evening at 7:30.
It will continue through Sunday
morning, October 8, and that will
be Homecoming Day, with lunch at
noon and singing in the afternoon.
Rev. James Thorp, pastor of the
High Point Baptist Church in May-
field, is the evangelist and Paul
Ilarrison is the song leader. The
politic is cordially invited to attend
these services.
OTHER VIEWS—
(Continued from palm Two)
ern Kentucky, including the Breaks
Interstate Park near Elkhorn City
•hich is operated jointly by the
s.ates of Kentucky and Virginia.
Some 1827,000 will be spent at the
Breaks park for new overnight
faciliites, camping areas and roads.
Mention of progress in education,
in new and expanded industry, in
highway construction and tourism—
in practically all fields of state
government, in fact—met with ex-
pressions of gratification by the
various groups and individuals
greeting us.
Residents of the cities and coun-
ties visited are extremely interested
in the progress Kentucky has
made, is making and will make in
education. Kentucky now has 16 ex-
tension schools in vocational educa-
tion, plus additions to area voca-
tional schools under construction as
part of a $21 million building pro-
gram.
I pointed out at Prestonsburg
that the state had brought higher
education to that city through the
l'niversity of Kentucky Community
College system. Hazard also is to
have a community college, which
it ill open in temporary headquar-
ters and shift in the fall of 1969 to
a new building now under construc-
tion.
I was pleased to have ample
grounds to state throughout the
tour that the industrial picture in
Appalachia as a whole has greatly
m proved.
Since January 1964, there have
been announcements of 79 new
plants employing 8,667 persons in
the 44
-county Appalachian region.
There have been announcements
also of expansions to 175 existing
plants. The new plants and expan-
sions represent investments of more
than $250 million.
Speaks
The Parson
Scripture reading, John 4:1-21
Text: "There is no fear in love;
but perfect love casteth out fear."
1 John 4:18
THE MASTERY OF FEAR
"Perfect love casteth out fear" is
a declaration that commands the
fullest support from the findings of
modern psychology. Fear is a very
real experience for most of us; it
needs no description, for we have
first hand knowledge of its power.
First, face the fact that we have
this force which needs controlling.
So often the victim of fear is told
by well-meaning friends, "Don't be
afraid" or "there's nothing to fear"
—which is always as foolish as it is
futile. Or, again, "Pull yourself to-
gether!"—which is about the last
thing he is capable of doing! It
can't be done any more than you
can stop a stream of water. But
you can divert a stream! And that
is just what we can do with fear.
I say not to you, "Don't be
afraid" or "There's nothing to
fear." But I do say, love God and
love others, for "perfect love cast-
eth out fear." Jesus was always
positive, never negative. This is the
expulsive of a new affection. The
new love drives away the old fear.
This is not a casual observation but
the expression of a great and abid-
ing truth. The man who does -de-
voutly and sincerely reverence
God, believing in His love, and His
wisdom and His power, is thereby
released from the bondage of all
his fears. He is no more afraid of
the creature because he is at one
with God.
It is here that we find the key to
an understanding of the extra-
ordinary courage, confidence and
peace of the martyr and saint.
They feared not nor felt what men
did, because all their energies
were absorbed in the realization of
their love for their Lord in fuller
and closer communion. The same is
exemplified again in the lives of
eminent workers. Alone they would
have been full of fear, but "on
duty" their sense of vocation, of
responsibility, of love for those in
their care, makes them bold and
quite unmindful of their own per-
sonal safety.
It is here that some well-intention-
ed folk go astray and fail to ac-
complish what they would in the
way of self-control and the living
of happy and satisfying lives. They
try by rigid discipline to master
their fears. They may partly suc-
ceed, but they have only succeeded
in repressing; that is, driving un-
derground in their minds these
things. So, I say the only sure way
is to love God and love your fellow
man with an ever fuller and richer
love.
How obviously true all this is
when we are dealing with our per-
sonal relationships. The only sound
way of dealing with the twin prob-
lem of fear and hate is to love.
"Perfect love casteth out fear", and
if that is true there is no room for
hatred either.
Jesus was the most courageous,
radiant, glowing, indomitable per-
sonality. He feared no one because
he was possessed, saturated, ab-
sorbed by love. Love immunized
him against the microbes of fear.
There was no energy left over on
him for false foolish fears. There
was no room for them, for he was
controlled utterly by the master
motive of love.
At Winchester, Salyersville, Pres-
tonsburg and other stops, attention
was directed to some of the new
plants that had been opened in the
particular city in the last four
years. Take Prestonsburg, for ex-
ample. The U. S. Shoe Corporation
Plant which opened there about a
year ago employs some 400 persons.
Improvements have also come to
roads, highways and bridges
throughout Appalachia. In Letcher
County, as an illustration, four ma-
.lor projects, all part of the Appala-
chian network of roads, have been
proposed by the Kentucky Depart-
ment of Highways. And more are
planned throughout the area—in
practically all the counties we
visited
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
You and I can be, too, if we will.
Fear is often due to excessive re-
liance upon ourselves and our own
resources and too little upon the
eternal and infinite power and love
of God. Learn to pray this prayer:
"We thank thee, our Father, that
we can be of good cheer and un-
afraid even amidst circumstances
most adverse and tribulations most
grievous. Whatever may this day
bring, I shall enter through thee
into the city of refuge and a
haven of peace. So may it be.
Amen."
Rev. Maral B. Proctor
LOWEST AND HIGHEST
Between Kentucky's highest and
lowest points there is a difference
of 3,895 feet—the Mississippi River
on the Western border, at an ele-
vation of 255 feet, against Big
Black Mountain, on the eastern
border, at 4,150 feet.
Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 66 Years
• Large Display •
' Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. D. Powers Greenfield
Fulton J. B. MANESS & SONS Phone 235.2293
Phone 477-18S1 Greenfield, Tenn.
,• s
•
•
117,
italfaZitt‘
••••:'
1;
s
• No'
••••
11.
•••
Express Your Faith, Enrich Your Life
...Attend the Church of Your Choice
Historically, the Spanish missions of the Old Southwest remind us
that people of many countries, many faiths shared in shaping our
nation. Our heritage of faith has a message for today: Faith can
shape our lives, toward greater fulfillment, higher happiness. Faith
can sustain us, daily, with the spiritual strength we need. Faith can
help our children grow in character and citizenship. Faith is a force
for good, in the family, the community, the nation. To express your
faith, and enrich your life, attend and support the church of your c
hoice, regularly. The churches of this community extend an invita-
tion to all to come and worship, this Sunday.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope riat More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OM COMPANY
Jobbers of Sholl Products
Fulton Phone 472-3951
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Pr•scription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-1303
PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your door
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-3311
E. W. James & Sons Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky. Union City, Tenn.
South Fulton, Tenn.
JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.
Phone: 469-5414 — Dukedom, Tenn-
Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing horns. For reservation chll 472-3386
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton,
THE CIllzt.NS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone 296-2655
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Fulton, Kentucky
418 Lake Street 472-1362
Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Inc.
Kentucky Ave., Fulton Phone 472-1471
Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut flowers Green florist supplies
Dial 479-1371
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Resell Store"
Lake Street Dial 472-2421
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques Souvenirs Excellent Food
Privet* dining for 250
King Motor Company, Inc.
Auttiorited Pontiac and R•mbilsr Dealer
101 W. State Line Phone 479-72.71
MOM
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Homemakers To Moor
The State Line Homemakers Club
will meet at 1:30 p. in., October 
11th, in the home of Mrs. 011ie Ter-
rell. All members requested to at-
tend.
FULTON'S SING-OUT--
(Continued From Page Ono)
Twin Cities are also represented.
While the National and Interna-
tional Sing-Outs are affiliated with
the Moral Re-Armament program,
the local group is not. However, cer-
tain moral standards must be met
in order to become a member.
Kimball Coburn, minister of the
Water Valley-Palestine churches,
has become a vital part of the Twin
Cities Sing-Out since its organiza-
tion. Brother Coburn, who plays an
electric guitar, attends. the prac-
tices, plays along with them, and
helps with the rhythm. He is a dy-
namic young man tuned in to to-
day's modern youth.
Many of the songs sung by the
Sing-Outs over the country are
written by the members them-
selves, and Fulton is no different.
Brother Coburn has written two
songs, "We Must Go On" and "The
Christian Life Is a Good Life",
which are done by the local group.
Accompanied by Dennis Lohaus,
lead guitar; Bob Nanney, rhythm
guitar; Mike Tate, bass guitar:
Stephen Walker and Betty Pruitt,
baritone ukes. Carmen Gardner,
mandolin; Bonita Burrow. Banjo:
and Charles Walker, tamborine, the
sing-Outs exude enthusiasm with
?very beat of the music.
The girls, wearing blue jumpers,
and the boys wearing dark pants.
white shirts and dark ties, made
'heir first appearance at the Lions
Club.
From the first note, they had the
audience in the palm of their hand.
comments like, "These kids help
restore your faith in modern youth
and modern America." and "Man,
:his group deserves the hearty co-
operation and support of the peo-
ple of this community," were
heard everywhere.
Word of their remarkable per-
rormante-spread like wildfire and
in rapid succession came appear-
ances at the Rotary and Civitan
Clubs, Fulton and South Fulton
'ugh Schools, and a 15 minute radio
3rogram on WFUL.
The Sing-Outs of the Twin Cities
made their first out of town ap-
learance at the Methodist Youth
Conference at Jackson, Tenn. The
gaptist Student Union of Bethel
College at McKenzie, Tenn. volun-
'eered a bus for the trip and the
Methodist conference paid the ex-
oenses. At the end of their perform-
ance in Jackson they received a
standing ovation, and numerous
'nvitations to appear before various
groups.
At the Methodist Church, di-
-ected by Montelle and Bro.
Coburn, they sang a group of
;ongs that captivated another audi-
?race. Some of the songs had the
•adole audience clapping their hands
and patting their feet. It was that
kind of music.
And then when you heard those
teenagers sing "Freedom isn't free,
you've got to pay the price, you've
got to sacrifice for your liberty" it
puts a lump in your throat and, I
would imagine, a tear in more than
one eye.
The Twin City Sing-Out group,
originally planned as a summer ac-
tivity, has many more perform-
inces on its busy calendar. Receiv-
lag more invitations than they can
possibly accept, the end is no-
where in sight.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
October 4:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. James Legate, Mrs. Mary
Roper, S. F. Jeffrees, Mrs. Clifford
Peerey, Louis Holly, Harry Pitt-
man, Mrs. Barbara Rice, Jack But-
ler, Mrs. Herman McKell, Mrs.
Riley Tate, Mrs. Ray Hunter, Ful-
ton; William Minor, Paul Wade,
Mrs. Milton Counce, South Fulton;
Curtis Rice, Hickman; W. C. Pruitt,
Mrs. Roosevelt Island, Union City;
Mrs. Iva Moffitt, Mayfield; Mrs.
Harry Yates, Pilot Oak; Mrs. Loyd
Henderson, Crutchfield; M r s.
James House, Clinton: Vestel Col-
tharp, Wingo.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Gene Howard. Mrs. Nell Overby,
Mrs. Dorothy Martin, Mrs. Zora
Parks, Mrs. Eva Pittman, Steven
Collier, W. J. Hobbs. Mrs. Nell
Bradford, Mrs. Lola Howard, Ful-
ton; Harold Watson, Mrs. Hattie
Vanderford, Mrs. Alva Morris, Les-
ter McWherter, Mrs. Clella Fields,
Mrs. Arehlie Hornsby, South Ful-
ton: Ruel Fulcher. Route 2, Fulton;
Mrs. Hattie Anderson, Route 3,
Fulton; Carl Tibbs, Roy Cruce,
Route 4, Fulton; Jeff Grissom,
Route 5, Fulton; Mrs. Bessie Snow,
Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. Pearl Cooper,
Crutchfield; Mrs. Marcella Han-
cock, Route 1, Water Valley; Mrs.
Edith Yates, Bernie Barnes, Route
2. Water Valley; Loyd Wilds, Duke-
dom; B. G. Casey, Route 1, Duke-
dom: Mrs. Earline Glidewell, Wife
4. Hickman; Bobby Jones, Ro• 5,
Martin; Mrs. Bertha Jones, Route
2, Arlington.
Big Pipeline Thru
County Will Feed
Oil To Owensboro
Ashland Oil & Refining Company
will construct a nine million dollar
crude oil pipeline from Patoka,
to its Owensboro, Ky., terminal, it
was announced this week.
The 136-mile, 20-inch diameter
line will join on the west with
Capline, world's largest crude oil
pipeline now under construction,
from the Louisiana Gulf Coast
through Obion and Fulton Counties
to Patoka. Ashland is among eight
companies participating in the con-
struction of Capline, a 40-inch line
which is expected to cost over $100
million.
Initially, the Patoka-to-Owens-
boro line will be able to move
120,000 barrels of crude oil a day,
about enough to supply the average
daily fuel requirem, ts for 2.5 mil-
lion cars if the crude oil were con-
verted entirely to gasoline.
Company officials said construc-
tion of the Patoka-to-Owensboro
line will begin in October, with
completion expected early in 1968.
The line will be {idly automated,
capable of being operated remotely
from any point up to hundreds of
miles away.
The Sing-Out movement is not a
substitute for religion. It is a way
of life in which everyone can take
part. It is a group of young people
determined to produce a hard work-
ing, tough breed of American with a
love of God and country in his
heart.
It you haven't heard them, you
should. They're great! .
Crossword P
ACROSS
I. Male
children
5. Wing
8. Wading bird
12. Entrance
'13. Neither
14. Pleasing
15. Icy
17. Bound
19. French "and"
20. Free
22. Dry
24. Feline
27. Reward
29. Regions
32. Declare
34. Absurdity
.36. Swamp
37. Hint
38. Quote
' 39. Associates
41.- off in golf
,42. Sleeping
noise
43. Pen
45. Not wet
46. Uncommon
.48. Caribbean--
50. Hebrew
month
52. Central
part
54. Daub
Answers on
Page 4
Don'i Peekl
58. Hotness 23, Refused
60, Lump 24. Tenting sites
62. Norwegian 25. Of birds
city ° 26. Horror
63, Totals 28. Belonging
64. Single to you
65, Let it stand: 30. Flower
print. 31. Shabby
33. Recants
35. Birds' homes
40. Roman
emperor
44. Affirmative
47, Therefore
49. Hebrew
prophet
50. Exclamation
Si. Cot
53. Time period
55. Suffix: most
11. Put ;56. Beverage
18. plunge 157. Decay
18. Ages 59. Public notice
AL Waits '81.axist
DOWN
I. Droop
2. Poem
3 Nothing
4. Agitate
5, One
6. Destiny
7, Opera solo
8. Roundabout
9. Prefix; twice
General Meeting Of Woman's Club
Scheduled For Friday October 6
The Fulton Woman's Club general
meeting will be held Friday, Octo-
ber 6, at 1:30 p. m. Mrs. Joseph
Page of Barlow, Kentucky, a Past
president of Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs, will be the guest
speaker.
Members of the Drama and Liter-
ature Department, Mrs. Joe Mac
Reed, chairman; Mrs. Earl Collins,
Mrs. W. C. Jacob, Mrs. Lawson
Roper and Mrs. Brown Thacker,
will be hostesses for the meeting
Members are urged to attend this
first meeting of the new club year.
The Board of Directors will meet
Friday, at 9:30 A. M. at The First
Christian Church, with president,
Mrs. William B. Stokes, presiding.
Confederate General John Hunt
Morgan's tak .off point, for raids
into the north (tiring the Civil War
was Brandenburg, Ky.
MajGr League Pro Basketball
Coming To Martin Next Monday
Major league professional basket-
ball will come to Martin Monday
night, October 9, when the Ken-
tucky Colonels of Louisville and the
New Orleans Buccaneers clash in
the Basketball Arena of the Uni-
versity of Tennessee at Martin.
Scheduled to begin at 8 p.
this exhibition game will bring to-
gether two teams of the recently
formed American Basketball Asso-
ciation.
-4
our
managers
have taken
over!
This is a special week.
We call it Managers Week.
They've taken over the store.
They've planned a terrific thrift event.
Storewide values that you'll recognize as
"first-aid" for your ailing budget.
Why this special week?
First, to express special appreciation to you.
Second, to honor our managers.
Third, to give us a chance to prove "We Care':
If you're a regular A&P customer, this week is for you.
If you've never shopped A&P, this is the week to test-shop A&P.
When you see the savings on your total food bill,
when you experience the warmth of being cared about,
we think you'll come back time and time again. Millions do.
MK Taft /MAT Myatt twine MA CO_ INC
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED
WHOLE FRYERS
LB. 23'
2OR SPLIT LI 9 TO DEALERS
CUT-UP NO LIMITSOLD
SUPER RIGHT FRESHLY
Ground Beef
LESSER QUANTITIES Le SU
LB. PKG.
a OR MORE
Chicken Parts U.S.D.A. FRESHWhole breast wioart rib attachedor whole leg with* attached L.59C
Sliced Bacon ALLGOOD B. 
SLICED INTO CHOPS1/4 Pork Loin 
2 ,%..129
LB.  79c
Whiting Fish   • FROZEN OCEAN(lb 174 5 -Lb. 79CBox
Produce Buys Galore!
4te Mac Intosh Apples
ALL PURPOSE 5 LI. IA649C
TOMATOES PASCAL15c Celery 36 Size Stalk 11 94
CALIFORNI
Cauliflower Hiari  39C
• Home Grown
Pound • • • •
Gala Savings on Fine Groceries!
) IONA BRAND
Sweet Peas
OR Green Beans
6 CANS1 -` ` 79c S1A8VcE 3 L:A-G 1 75141. BAG 59t
CHARMCake Mix "a' wo,,..100 Tomato Juice  Arat 14 Oz Can 290
Hair Spray te.r.Rdes8.1T,;dz Can 790 Peaches A&P Yellow Cling1-Lcb..13-0z. 29
Preserves In'at;b4-Y 
 2 590 Bird Seed  Wild
  5
Corn  WAr°I. Kem°1 Gadr, 2ggz-390 Anti-Freeze MARVELPermanent
Lb
Bag
39
Gal
Jane Parker's Anniversary Buys!
Sandwich Bread
SAVE 194 41-ei. 89cLVES.
-Lb.
Loaf
1-Lb
CV's,
314-0Z.TUIIE
SIGHT,
crcLaca
'COFFEE
Dairy Variety!
Ss, MEL 0 BIT (Twin Stack)
Cheese Slices 694
KRAFT'S CHEESE SPREAD
Velveeta 2
 
( NUTLEY
Margarine 5ECIGoHfTfe0e' SCaLOleCIK BORDEN SIAS Var.) CREAM
Cheese Spread E"3' jar 31c
98C
99c
CREST
REGULAR OR MINT
Toothpaste
49t
FA"Illforp) 1S OT CAN 494Spray-On Starch s 
139 Fabric Finish  -FAULTLESS OW OFF/ 21 OZ. C.AN 594
Angel Food Cake
CUSTARD Ameiversary 59c
ICED Special EA
Orange orChiffon Cake Lemon Ea 490 Apple Pie (Save 160 Ea 390
-_Twin Rolls Heat & Serve Doz 250 Cake DonutsGolden Sugar Il
 230r
Book Of Scienceby LITTLE SECTION 1FREE "thS2.50 PURCHASE Sections Each'7 9c215 Only
e
•near s -
Delight
APRICOT NECTAR
46-0Z. 37c
CAN
1
3wans
Down
CAKE MIXES
18-0z. Pkg. 25(Save 110
- unnytieia -
Quick Oats
18 0 z Box 420, Box
24t 43c
insco
Shortening
3 CLAIN 77
Baby Ruth
Candy Bars
6 PAK 29t
Kleenex
FACIAL TISSUE
(Sava 91/
-.4 2:31(G7 . 8 9 t....
Delsey
BATHROOM TISSUE
Mayo 94
2 4PRK
1
Pillsbury
Biscuits
FLAKY
OGS" 89t _3 c4:Nzs. 29t
-y-r
Coldwater all
LIQUID DETERGENT 171
QT. ROT.
Surf
Vim
COLDWATER
DETERGENT 3-46.2-01. Box
TABLET
DETERGENT  .
Swam
Wisk
BATH
SIZE
1-Lb. 6-0t. Box
PINK LIQUID
DETERGENT
794
694
Pint6-0, Rot,  564
HEAVY DUTY
LIQUID DETERGENT Pint Rot.  434
BATH SIZELux Soap 2 294
Lifebuoy Soap
Spry Shortening
 2 Regular Be, 29t
2-Lb. 10-0x. Can 85
LIQUID
Handy Andy CLEANER Pint12-0r. Dot 684
Phase III Soap2 BARS 47
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. OCT. ids.
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BANANAS ANY019E9—While the twin cities of Fulton-South Fulton
may have their International Banana Festival, no one In °Mon County
.an rival Lloyd Hayes of Samburg as far as banana trees are con-
erned. For a number of years now Mr. Hayes has had banana trees
planted along one side of his home. Here,John Hayes Bunch checks
over the South American trees. Photo Courtest Union City
Daily Messenger
Area Art Show Winners
Are Chosen In Fulton
FULTON, Ky.,
ners have been announced in the
Fifth International Banana Fes-
tival Area Art Show held at the
Fulton Woman's Club.
In the amateur division the
winners were:
Oil and acrylics — first, $20,
Margaret Allen, Fulton; second,
$10, Pat Morgan, Hazel; third,
$5, Elizabeth Carden, Paducah;
fourth, ribbon, Mrs. Tillman
Adams, Fulton;
Water color—first, $20, Cath-
erine Atkins, Fulton; second,
$10, Mrs. F. M. Boyd (mother of
Mrs. Win %Mime] of Fulton),
RAMBLER American,
straight shift
CHEVROLET Impala 4-door
hardtop, automatic, local
Car
CHEVROLET Belair, 4-door,
autom•tic
PONTIAC Star Chief with
air and power; low mileage
FORD 3-4 ton pickup truck;
local, clean
FORD Galicia, 4-door, extra
clean; power steering
PONTIAC 2-dr. hardtop, real
sharp
PONTIAC 4-door hardtop
PLYMOUTH station wagon
BUICK 4-door hardtop
FORD 4-door sedan
FORD wagon, clean, local
car
DODGE Vs-ton with flat bed,
local truck; good old truck
20-25 other cars, trucks
WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472-2362
North bypass; Ky. side
Fort Myers, Fla.; third, $5, Mrs.
Fred Drake, Trenton, Term.;
fourth, ribbon, Mrs. F. M. Boyd,
Fort Myers, Fla.;
Pastel—first, $20, Alva Adams,
Fulton; second, $10, Vivian Wil-
liams, Fulton; third, $5, Mrs
Roye Cooke, Fulton; fourth, rib-
bon, Charles Robert Dixon (son
of Eldred Dixon), Fulton.
In the professional division the
winners were:
Oil and acrylics—first. $25,
Bob Evans, Paducah; second,
$10, Jerry Watson, Paducah;
third, $5, Linda Powell, Fulton;
fourth, ribbon, Juble Henderson,
Fulton.
Water color—first, $25, Jerry
Watson, Paducah; second, $10,
Linda Powell, Fulton; third, $55,
Bob Evans, Paducah;
Pastel—first, $25, Mary Boyd,
Fulton; second, $10, Aaltge Van-
Denburg, Martin, Term.
The Judge was James Mc-
Cormack, head of the art depart-
ment at Georgetown College.
The Judge was furnished by the
Kentucky Arts Commission.
* In the youth division (high
school) the winners were—first,
235, Charles Woodruff, Fulton;
second, $3, Billie Dianne Lynn,
Fulton; third, 12, Tina Jolley,
Fulton; fourth, Billie Dianne
Lynn, Fulton.
The grade school winners were
first, $5, Zona Boa; Bowling
Green; second, $3, Cathy Sen-
sing, Fulton.
The arts anti crafts exhibits
are open at the Fulton Woman's
Club, the library, at the Cabana
CM Lake Street and at the Ken-
tucky Guild Train. The hours
are from noon to 7 p.m. each
day.
Mrs. James Green Is chairman
of the exhibits and the Fulton
Woman's Club Is the sponsoring
organization.
Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw
Tarter Sauce
French Fries
RESTAURANT
,Fulton, Sy.
Home Made Lasanga
Ravioli with Meat Sauce
Baked Manicotti
Chicken Breast Parmigiana
Veal Scallopine
Spaghetti with 10 different Sauces
STEAKS — CHOPS — SEAFOODS
Hickory, Ky.. — 5 Miles North Of Mayfield
Open Wed. thru Sun. 11 a. m. to 9 p. m.
(Next to Post Office on Highway 4,
ARRIVAL AWAITED—Mrs. Paul Westphel-
Mg confers with Paducah Mayor Tom Wil-
son (second from right), Alberto Martinez
of Fcuatorina Airlines (left) and Urban P.
Wittig, representative of the National Asso-
ciation of the Partners of the Alliance, prior
to arrival of planes bringing dignitaries to
the Fulton Banana Festival.
Interstate Highway System
Beginning To Take Shape
By EDITH LEDERER
Associated Press Writer
From Sault Ste, Marie, Mich.,
and Canada to Tampa, Fla.,
from Greensboro, N.C. to Bar.
stow, Calif., the word is out: In-
terstate is coming "in."
In bits and pieces stretched
like broken chains from coast to
coast and border to border, a
checkerboard pattern of inter.
"may took the football and
crammed it right down o u r
throats."
This Is the way South Fulton
Coach Charles Akers describes
his team's loss Friday night to
Lake County. The Tiptonville
boyt took the game 32-12, ruin-
ing the Devils homecoming cele-
bration.
The beating taken by South
Fulton was the worst ever suf-
fered by an Akers-coached team
and the coach was anything but
happy about it,
"We Just stood around on de-
fense and didn't block on of-
fense,' the coach said.
Adding to the South Fulton
problems was the fact that
sophomore monster man Danny
Smith suffered an arm fracture
early in the first period and, of
course, will be out for the re-
mainder of the season.
The only bright spot of the
night, as far as South Fulton
fans were concerned, was the
crowning of Joyce Forehand as
the 1967 football queen. Her
maids were Nancy Bagwell, Su-
san Tegethoff and Deborah Beard,
Lake County scored in the
first period on a nine-yard run
by Watkins but South Fulton came
right back as halfback Alan In-
gram raced 50 yards with a punt
return to tie the score at 6-all.
,In the second frame Lake
County's Owens crashed in from
the two to give his team a 12-f
advantage.
Before the half ended Owens
found receiver Ross wide open
and hit him with a 25-yard pass
for Lake County's third score of
the game. At halftime the Tipton-
vine men held an 18-6 advantage.
Owens got right back to work
after the half, galloped six yards
for a TD and then fired a pass
to his favorite target, Ross, for
the extra point.
- Things for South Fulton got
worse before they got better as
the Falcons struck In the fourth
period, with Watkins traveling the
ftnal yard, and the lead balloon-
ed to 32-6.
Alan Ingram was the man who
got the Devils ,on the board again
before the game ended with a
four
-yard scoring run.
Coach Akers said this morn-
ing that the Falcons did exactly
what he thought they would do
but Said his men were unable to
stop the off-tackle power plays,
GREEN DUCK
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Hunting Coats $8.
Hunting Pants $7.9
unting Vests $4.95
4FOR OTHER HUNTING+
*SUPPLIES CHECK AT:.
athtaad Saloafe ect
•k• St - Fulton K
state highways are already
criss.crossing the map.
Harried motorists plagued by
narrow roads, numerous de.
tours, stop signs and traffic
lights may be In for smooth
driving, sooner than they think.
-Rive- key, however, is money,
especially federal money. In-
terstate costs are met 90 per
cent by the U.S. Bureau of
Public Roads and 10 per cent by
the states.
Highway officials across the
nation are willing to estimate
target dates for completion of
interstate highway stretches in
their states, but each forecast
has a monetary string attached.
If federal funds conHnue to be
available, motorists .may be
able by early 1973 to drive the
entire length of Interstate 75,
from Sault Ste. Marie to Tam.
pa, on a four-lane highway with.
out a single stop sign, traffic
light or intersection at grade.
And this trip could be Just the
beginning of a longer Journey.
At Sault Ste. Marie, Interstate
75 crosses the St. Mary's River
on the International Bridge and
Joins the 5,000-mile-long Trans-
Canada Highway, the world's
longest paved highway.
One of the longest transconti.
Dental routes, Interstate 40,
which runs from Barstow to
Greensboro, is not expected to
be fully completed until 1973.
While long stretches of these
and other interstates are fin.
teed and open, bottlenecks re.
main,
The North Carolina Highway
Commission, which is in the
process of rescheduling its
building program to meet re.
cently revised federal require.
metes, has not even fixed esti-
mated completion dates for two
sections of Interstate 40 near
Asheville.
Arkansas has 120.7 miles of
Interstate 40 In use—and 116.7
miles to finish. Arizona has
155,3 miles completed and 82.4
miles under construction. Work
hasn't started on several sec-
tions and highway officials have
set tentative completion dates
from 1970 to 1973.
States along Interstee 75 also
have reported varying degrees
of progress. By the end of 1970,
8 x 10 Bust Vignette
ONLY 68c
(No Service Charges)
OR
11 x 14 Size
if current construction plans are
met, drivers should have a con.
tinuous road from Canada to
Knoxville, Term.
Heading south, however, mo.
torists would face construction
bottlenecks between Lenoir City
and Cleveland in Tennessee and
in the Cartersville. Marietta area
of Georgia probably until 1973.
Despite the detours now, It
looks like the finished inter.
states of the 19'70s may bring
frustrated motorists a better
chance to see the United States
—without getting lost.
'Verbs' Place
3rd In Memphis
Union City's "Fabulous
Verbs," In competition with 30
other bands Tuesday night, cap-
tured third place at the Mid-South
Fair Talent Contest.
The top two bands, both from
Memphis, swayed the judges with
the Dixieland music while the
Verbs let go with rock-n-roll
and became the popular favorites
with the audience.
The Verbs hope to appear on
the Ted Mack Amateur Hour on
television at some future date,.
PEACHY SAUCE
Drain and reserve the liquid from
1. can ( I pound) sliced cling
peaches. Add enough water to
liquid to make 3/4 cup. In sauce-
pan, combine 1/4 cup ReaLemon
bottled lemon juice, and 2 tea-
spoons cornstarch. Add 2 table-
spoons brown sugar and peach
liquid. Cook, stirring constantly, until
thickened and clear. Add peaches
and raisins and heat through. Serve
warm over sliced baked ham, a
broiled ham slice or Canadian-style
bacon.
C**************$
* THE JEWEL BOX :
* Main at Mulberry *
• Fulton, Ky. *
* Distinctive Gifts lit
• for all occasions *
\l ibiamonds - Watches - Jewel
414************
16x20 $1.95 plus 75c Service Charge
All work guaranteed to be as good quality as any picture their size
at any price. Your choice of several beautiful proofs
NO AGE LIMIT — Only One Special Per Person
or Two Per Family
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7th
South Fulton
Will Support
Local Library
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.
South Fulton City Commis-
sion Tuesday night voted to sup-
port the local library in the
amount of over $1,600.
Appearing before the commis-
sion on behalf of the request for
funds were Mrs,. Robert Ru-
dolph, chairman of the Fulton
County Library Board, Dr. John
L. Jones and Mrs. Arch Huddles-
ton, members of the advisory
board.
Mrs. Rudolph explained the
need to the commission mem-
bers and poMted out that South
Fulton had given in the past.
South Fulton matched the Ful-
ton funds in the amount of $1,850
the first year the library was
established.
A poet-at-heart was the most
notorious stage coach robber,
Charles E. Bolton, who com-
mitted 28 robberies, always leav-
ing doggerel poetry at each hold-
up and signing his name "Black
Bart." Wells Fargo money boxes,
used to transport millions of
dollars in gold as insurance
against highway robbers can be
seen at the Harold Warp Pioneer
Village in south central Nebraska.
French Gain Largest
NEW YORK—Last year the
number of French visitors to the
United States totaled 62,439, a
16.6 per cent gain over 1965.
This was a much larger rate of
increase than for any other
group from Europe.
Newbern 26,
Fulton Co. 6
HICKMAN, Ky.
Newbern's Choctaws scored in
every period here Friday night
to hand the Fulton County Pilots
their fourth straight loss of the
season.
The Pilots averted a shutout
when tackle Gary Laster inter-
cepted a Newbern pass late in
the game raced 15 yards for
a roochdown.
Fumbles plagued the Pilots
throughout the game. Fulton
County posted 255 yards rushing
and passing to 215 for the vis-
itors — and had 12 first downs
to 11 for Newbern.
But 9 fumbles proved to be the
downfall of the Pilots.
Newbern 
. 7 6 7 6.-26
Fulton Co. 0 0 G6-- 6
A one-armed right-handed pitch
Cr, Hugh Daly, won 74 games and
lost 88 between 1882-87. He pitch-
ed a 1-0 no-hitter for Cleveland
against Philadelphia in 1883.
Reg. 49c
Childrens Jr.
Campus Hose
2 Pairs 75c
Waffle and Cable Weave
Rib Knit; Assorted Sixes
and Colors.
INTRODUCTORY
SPECIAL: n
BEG. GAS 
 31"
Full line of tires, batteries
All brands and grades of oil
Clyde Fields CITGO Station
BROADWAY SOUTH FULTON
Across from the South Fulton City Hall
Just, Every -Day Low Prices!
Love Seat
Scenic pictures
Baby bed, complete
Table lamps
Gun racks
Recliners, naugahyde cover _ _
Large assortment of Hassocks
5-Piece Dinette sets _ _
3-Piece living room table group
2-Piece living room suite
RCA-Victor Products
RCA-Whirlpool Appliances
WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN BUY THE BEST FOR LESS.
NO MONEY DOWN, UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY;
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
NECESSARY
559.95
$2.95 to $10.95
 $34.95
$7.50 pair
4.69
$39.95
$4.95 up
$37.50
$17.95
$75.00
••••••-.
SP•••-••
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OH, THERE SHE GOES — Miss Jo Ann Clark of Jefferson-
town, Ky., this year's reigning Miss Kentucky, waves to the
(S-D photo by Ed Kimbrell.)
thousands of persons who lined Fulton streets Saturday
at the fifth annual Banana Festival parade.
South Carolina Beauty Named Princess
As Banana Festival Comes To An End
By OUIDA JEWELL
—Miss
Pamela Gaye Shaw, a beautiful
blonde from Georgetown, S.C.,
was named Banana Princess
as the Fifth Annual Inter-
national Banana Festival came
to a close.
She is the 20-year-old daughter
of Mr and Mrs. Joe E. Shaw of
(,(sorgetown. She is a junior at
the University of South Carolina.
Previous titles included "Miss
Georgetown." "South Carolina
Peach Queen'' and third runner-
up in the Banana Festival
Princess Pageant in 1966.
The first rwmer-up was Miss
Brenda Joan Seal, a blonde from
Kingsport, Tenn., sponsored by
the Kingsport Junior Chamber
of Commerce.
The second runner-up was
Miss Lynn Mane Roland, a
brunette from Jackson, Tenn.,
sponsored by the Bells, Tenn.,
Jaycees.
The third runner-up was Miss
Susan Odney Buchwald, a blonde
from Memphis, sponsored by
the Handy Automotive Service.
The fourth runner-up was Miss
Carol June Elam, a redhead
from Calvert City, sponsored by
the Calvert City Jayceetes.
Each girl received a college
scholarship, as did Miss Alma
Benard, Miss Nicaragua. The
National Tourist As'hoctation of
Nicaragua sponsored her. She
was also named "Miss Congen-
i."A" rating for adults
i"MY" rating for mature young(
P•oPis
'Irv, rating for young people
1"t3A" rating for general audierScii
' (family)
"C" rating for children, unac-
companied
"NCA" rating for pictures on
which no classification Is
oval/able.
IIFULTON1
iality" and awarded a Price
Foundation special award of
S300-
Other finalists were: Miss
Charlotte Ann Brown of New
Albany, Ind., Miss Sandra Joyce
Force of Memphis, Miss Sheila
Fay Hudson of Paris, Tenn.,
Miss Gayle Perkins of Portage-
Mlle, Mo., Miss Elizabeth Anne
Peterson of Jackson, Tenn., Miss
Teresa Marie Resig of Murray,
and Miss Janie Walker of
Burnous Mills, Tenn.
Earlier, a bright sunshiny day
brought a multitude of people to
the Twin Cities for the final
day's festivities.
First on the agenda was a
big parade at
10:30 a.m.
At noon, festival visitors were
treated to barbecue and banana
pudding at the Kitty League
park. Highlighting the entertain-
ment for the afternoon was the
Julius LaRosa concert and en-
tertainment by the Memphis
Sing Out America group at the
park.
Twenty-seven beautiful girls
from six states competed Fri-
day night in swimsuits and
formal gowns in the prelim-
inaries, and the semifinalists
and finalists were picked by the
` judges—Col. Mercer Lee Price
of Ormond Beach, Fla., Jerry
Ball of Charlotte, N.C., 'Mrs.
Joyce Summey also of Charlotte,
A. F. Thomas of Forest City,
Ark. and Mrs. T. Bennett Boaz
of Memphis:
Dick Hawley WMCT-TV,
Memphis, was the master of
ceremonies for the pageant,
which is sponsored annually by
the Rotary Club.
Entertainment was provided
by the Ken Kinkaid Singers. Neil
Etheridge of Jackson, Tenn.,
was the organist.
Miss Jo-Anne Clark of Jeffer-
sontovm, Miss Kentucky, and
Miss Linda Sue Workman, Miss
Tennessee, were introduced. The
1967 Banana Princess, beautiful
Cynthia Vincent of Martin,
Week Days Open 7 P. M.
Saturday - Sunday's
Open at 1 P. M.
DOUBLE FEATURE! Now Thru Saturday
THE SI VALENTINE'S DAY41ASSACIC ARE Lk
Sqrtl Is
liztas Was
(it`A9? 
Panavision.
olor by Deluxe
Co-Feature! (NCA)) Richard Boone — rn
"RIO CONCHOS"
IN — TECHNICOLOR!
SUNDAY Thru TUESDAY (A-MY)
— JANE ri CHARLES Kg MILDRED
REDFOPD 'VIDA D'Er ATWICE
WwwwASHIll ONION - nih SHAON • • •••1 
• rwamnuol111/4.•
PRZ": )
Tenn., crowned the new
princess.
The final event of the foist-day
festivities was the Princess Ball
at the big tent, with the Guate-
TWO
MINUTES
k/ ITN ME 8 l8 LE
BY CORNELIUS R. SIAM PRES.
MEAN EMI SOCIETY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60635
v (
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ARE YOU SURE? -
' Would sou like to base the know
edge. the assurance and the jot tit
sins forgiven? Would sou like to be
sure of heasen?
Well, the first step to heat en is tii
tealire that you cannot get there IP,
ng You cail't walk there. You
t limb there. Ton can't Hi
there. Onls God can take sou there.
Sian, trs to earn heat en. Tiles its
to climb there on a ladder of good
works. They talk about "adding an
rung." But look out for that
good winks ladder! Its not all
at the top and the higher
sou climb the farther sim will fall.
Cod's Word SANS that %abattoir is
"the gift of Cod. not of works lest
TM' man should !mast" (Eph.
He is not going to hair boasters in
heaven—there are enough of them
on earth and nobody likes them.
All of us should reality that csen
the best are TIOI good enough for
heat en. for "all hate•TRIIIIICTI AIM!
come short of the glory of (.od"
(Rom. 3.23). but in this same state•
ment the Apostle Paul declares that
believers in Christ. who died for our
sins, are "justified freely by His
grace. through the redemption that
is in Christ Jesus- (Rom. 3:24).
"Therefore 1 wing justified by
faith, we hate peace with God
through our lord Jesus Christ"
(Rom. 5:1).
So. friend. it is not by using. or
rying, or praying. or paying, or.do-
ing anything that sou wjeteach
Ileaten—it is only In Cm!
says He loves sinners. PM that
Christ died for our sins. till sou
believe this and trust Christ as sour
,wn Savior%
For the Father loseth the Son
bath given all things into His
hands. He that belieseth on tii.
son hath cserlasting life, and hi
that belieseth not the Son shall not
see life. but the wrath of Cm] abid-
eth on him" (John 3:35,36). It's as
simple as that.
WLmeDRIVE-1N_THEATRE
UNION CITY FATHOM MI-WAY
Friday, Saturday Only
DOUBLE T-H-R•I-L•L
— PLUS —
URSULA ANDRESS
in "SHE"
SUN. - MON. ONLY
The Big-One
With The
Big Two
Prd
ROBOT MOW
WINNER — S out h Fulton PTA's float,
"Friendship Unites Us," was the second-
place winner in the nonprofessional float
division of the Banana Festival parade at
Fulton Saturday. An estimated 3U,U00 persons
lined the streets to- watch the nearly three-
mile long parade.
mala Marimba Band providing
the -music.
Thousands of persons were on
hand for th.' an-
nual Banana Festival Parade.
Lone Oak High School placed
first its the Class A division for
bands and its drum major Ran-
dy Hendon, was adjudged the
best drum major in the parade.
Other Class A winners were
Grove High School, Paris, Tenn.,
second, and Union City High
School, third.
The runnerup to Hendon was
a drum major from Alamo,
Tenn., High School whose name
was not reported.
North Marshall High School's
band placed first in the Class B
band division. Peabody High of
Trenton, Tenn., placed second,
and no third-place winner was
selected.
Three Tennessee bands won
honors in the Class t division.
Lewis County Nigh, Hohenwald,
was first; McKenzie High placed
second and Martin High was
third.
We stw ood Westernetters,
Memphis, placed first in drill
team competition. Julienne Ma-
jorettes of East G a r y, Ind.,
placed sec ond and Southside
Starlettes, Jackson, Tenn., ran
third.
West Fulton PTA won the non-
professional float division and
South Fulton PTA was second
In the professional division,
Pure Milk Co.. Fulton, was first;
Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of
Commerce. second, and Ferry-
Morse Seed Co., third.
The 90-minute par a de was
sponsored by the Lions Club un-
der the leadership of Joe Treas
and Bill McCarthy.
P. N. HIRSCH CO.
IM -14
./
ti itastik3
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Girls
School Dresses
VALUES TO $6
$2 and $4
Perma-Press
Assorted Solids
and plaids
— Sizes 6 to 14
Ladies
Loafers and Flanks
$2.00
DRESS MATERIAL
REG. 79c Yd.
Perma-Press
2 Yds.
Thursday, October 5, 1967 Page 2
ABA Citation
WASHINGTON
The American Bar Associa-
tion has awarded a Special
Citation to the U.S. Army
Judge Advocate General's
Corps for its outstanding
world-wide Law Day pro-
gram.
The citation, given in con-
junction with the Annual
Merit Awards which are pre-
sented to state and local bar
associations for outstanding
public service and profes-
sional activities, was made
this year to recognize the ex-
emplary Law Day USA pro-
gram of the Judge Advocate
General's Corps.
ROBETS ANTIQUES
2' .2 miles south of Fulton on Highway 45-E has
a good selection of general antiques in all categories
indicative of this area.
We are also constantly buying and we believe
we pay more for good antiques. At present we are
in need of old china dolls, silver, pewter, cut glass,
art glass, china, dough trays, bells, clocks and furni-
ture.
4
Write Box 269, Fulton, Ky. or call 479-2668.
Ladies "Magic Touch"
NYLONS
, 440
- Pair
Rare HOSIERY Value!
BEDSPREADS
—All Reg. $5.
and $6 Spreads
— Twin or full
size
— 
Chenille and
woven textures
$4.44
BOYS' FALL
-WINTER
JACKETS
•xpanded Vinyl Parkas with
zip-off hoods in block and olive, 100%
Nylon Parkas, and Vinyl Suede Watt-
erns in Camel or Brown Sizes: 3-14
CHOOSE FROM
3 GREAT
JACKETS
AT GREAT
SAVINGS!
P. N. HIRSCH &CO
307 Broadway, South Fulton
.4
a
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Limit
6
Please
10-oz. JAR
Beef Patties FROZEN 2-oz. SIZE $
00
Breaded Veal
chuckwagon steak 10 For
Breaded Pork-Steak Patties
fwarsit
Reelfoot 6 to 8 lb. average
SMOKED (whole)
PICNIC LB.
FRESH
PIG TAILS
FRESH
PIG FEET
FINE FOR SEASONING
FAT BACK
lb. 19c
lb. 19c
lb. 25c
FRESH
NECK BONES
SOUTHERN BELLE SLICED
SLAB BACON
REELFOOT LAKE BRAND
SLICED BACON
Cut Up 31c
Grade
YERS
lb. 19c
lb. 59c
lb. 59c
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, October 5, 1967
U. S. Corn Fed 
—Choice
ROUND
STEAK Lb1.79C
CENTER CUT
PORK CHOPS
END CUT
PORK CHOPS
GRADE A
HAMBURGER
Fresh - Mealy - Lean
PORK
RIBS
lb. 69c
lb. 49c
lb. 39c
SMALL
SIZE
REELFOOT
FRANKS
REELFOOT SLICED
SMOKED JOWLS
BARBECUE
CHICKENS
lb. 59c
lb. 49c
lb. 69c
DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
on
WEDNESDAY
Plus Low Low Prices
PURE CANE
SUGA
With additional
65.00 Purchase ex-
cluding Milk and
tobacco
5 LBS. IIPlease
Limit
1
DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
on
WEDNESDAY
Plus Low Low Prices
FOOD
TOMATO-SOUP
EACH
CAN
5c
10c
LARD SouthernBelle 4lbs 59c
CRACKERS 
NABISCO PREMIUMLb. 25c
LITTLE ANDY STICK
OLEO 5 lbs. $1.00
ZESTEE
SALAD DRESSING qt. 39c
STOKELY'S 303 SIZE CAN
FRUIT COCKTAIL 4 for $1.00
BRIGHT STAR
FLOUR 25 lbs. $1.99
MAPLE LEAF
CREAMERY BUTTER lb. 79c
MORTON ASSORTED
CREAM PIES 4 for $1.00
PARK LANE
ICE, CREAM 1-2 gal. 69c
KRAFT
VELVEETA 2 lb. box 99c
oFFEE FOLGERS INSTANT
TIDEPROCTOR AND G
AMBLE
GIANT SIZE Box
99c 
69c
NOVEL BRAND
BLEACH
LIBBY'S 46-oz.
TOMATO
Gallon 39c
CANS
JUICE 3 for $1.00
Chicken Salad Bologna Salad Pimento Cheese 
WONDER TWIN PAK
POTATO CHIPS 39c
EGGSALarge DOZ.39c FROM OUR KITCHEN16-oz. 59c Ham Halad  8-oz. 59c16-oz. 59c Jello Salad  16-oz. 49c8-oz. 59c Tuna Fish  8-oz. 59c
PET NON-FAT 15-oz.
CAN MILK 8 for $J.00
WAGNER OT. JAR
ORANGE DRINK 4 for $1.00
RED-POTATOES 1.0Lbs39 TURNIP SumE GROWN lb 10c GRAPEsw. TE EXTRA FANCY
Lb 19c SweetPotatObiE;;;29c
1 RFloURROSE
5 lbs 39c
SOUTI-I FULTON, TENNESSEE
EDITORS ON HAND—Mrs. Paul Westphel-
ing, Fulton, welcomes South American edi-
tors and officials to Kentucky and the Ful-
ton Banana Festival on their arrival at Bark-
ley Field. Others in the group are Jorge
Group Eyes
Waterway
For years men have talked and
dreamed of a West Tennessee
waterway which would connect
the Mississippi and Tennessee
rivers and spur the industrial
expenston of this area,
group, known as the North-
west Tonnearee Agency Board,
with Obion County Judge Dan
McKinnis as its chairman, hopes
the days of talking and dreaming
are over,
The state legislature in its last
session appropriated 110,000 to
the Northwest Tennessee Agency
Board and asked it to Investigate
the need for such a waterway.
Last week the board held its
f Irst meeting and elected
officers. As head of the new
organization, Judge licKinnis
said today he will contact Col.
Vivaneu, Loja, Ecuador; Carlos Enders,
Quito, Ecuador; Ernesto Alban, Quito; Eu-
logio Quintero, Panama's vice minister of
education, and Manuel Parodos, editor, ad-
dress in Ecuador not known.
Marvin Jacobs, formerly with
the U. S. Corps of Engineers
of the Memphis District.
"We want to discuss the proj-
ect with him and employ him to
Investigate the waterway pro-
posal and give us his recommen-
dations," Judge McKinnis said.
The canal, if constructed,
would connect with the Tennessee
River at Big Sandy, near Paris.
It would then run westward
through Henry and Weakley coun-
ties entering Obton County at a
point just south of Rives. It
would extend through the county
and exit at a point just west of
°Mon.
Leaving Obion County, the
waterway would pass through
Dyer County, hitting the Missis-
sippi River southwest of Dyers-
burg. The entire length of the
canal would be about 125 miles.
Proponents of the project be-
lieve such a waterway would open
up all of West Tennessee for
the heavy industries demanding
great amounts of fresh water.
They say also it would create
Cantaloupe Western Style
It's how you cut a melon that makes the difference. The attrac-
tive serrated half-of-a-cantaloupe is easy to do. Sketch a light
pencil line around the center of the melon. With a sharp knife
make triangle cuts which fall just above and below this line. Then
pull the halves apart.
If you are to enjoy a delicious western cantaloupe, here is what
you look for at the market. California vine ripened, sweet canta-
loupes have a smooth indentation at the stem end with a heavy,
cork-like net covering a beige background surface.
Western cantaloupes are in the markets from June through
September.
The melon half is also supplying you with vitamins A and C
and adding only 40 calories.
This delicious fruit-of-the-vine can be enjoyed morning, noon,
night, and snack time, too. The seed cavity can be filled with
ice cream, sherbet, berries, pudding, cereal, yogurt, or cottage
cheese.
WE FIT THEM ALL! REGULARS, LONGS,
SHORTS, STOUTS AND EXTRA LONGS.
SIZES 34 TO 54
SUITS FOR THE
REGULAR PRICE OF
. . . PLUS $1.00
. or buy one suit and sport coat and slacks on Ow same deal.
OR ANY OF THE ABOVE IN SINGLE ITEMS
AT A LOW—LOW PRICE!
FACTORY OUTLET
STORES
510W. Main St., Fulton 218 Main St., Murray
211 S. 6th St., Mayfield 516 Broadway, Paducah
tremendous recreational fa-
cilities for the area.
More important, those favoring
such a project say it would
shorten the route from the Gulf
Coast to the upper reaches of the
Tennessee and Cumberland
rivers and would provide a
strategic warm water route for
the shipment of missiles from
Redstone Arsenal to Cape Ken-
nedy. The present route, through
Cairo, Ill., at times during the
winter is blocked by ice floes.
Finally, such a canal would
help prevent flooding along the
Mississippi during times of heavy
rainfall by giving flood waters
another avenue of escape.
Other officers elected at the
meeting were: Judge Harold
Jackson, Henry County, vice-
chairman; Jimmy Evans, Dyer
Count y, secretary- treasurer,
and Bob Pierce, executive vice-
president of the Weakley County
Chamber of Commerce, publicity
director.
Also attending from Obion
County was Ben W. Morris.
Support the 1967 Bishops'
Thanksgiving Clothmg campaign
IT'S UP TO YOU
Howard E. Kershner, L.H.D.
A CCORDING to the FBI, about
"-half of the crime in this coun-
try is committed by persons who
have been re-
leased from jail
before serving
out their full
sentences. That
being the case,
crime could be
reduced about
fifty percent
just by keeping
criminals in the
jails until they
had served their
terms. Another
explanation for
hr. lief-slater increase in crime
is the attitude of the courts in
making it increasingly difficult to
convict a wrong doer, even though
by his own confession he is known
to be guilty.
Probably the gleatest of all
causes of our crime wave is so-
cialism. The basic principle of
this doctrine is redistribution of
wealth, that is, taking wealth
from some and giving it to others.
When the state practices this
doctrine through subsidies, hand-
outs, welfare statism, payments
for not working, and an almost
infinite variety of unethical prac-
tices, the individual conies to be-
lieve that such tactics are right,
and that he is entitled to some of
the wealth of others, even to a
living without doing any work
himself.
Being convinced that some-
thing for nothing is right, and
seeing his government following
that ideology, it is easy for him
to conclude that he is only help-
ing his government if he does a
little redistribution of his own.
There you have the basic reason
for the increase of fraud and
theft, and any means of getting
some of the wealth of other peo-
ple by force and violence. We
shall never cure the crime wave
until we come hack to the moral
law of God and respect for His
commandments against lying,
coveting, stealing, adultery, pro-
fanity and all the rest.
Men who accept as rules for
their conduct, the high ethical
ideals which they attribute to
God, do not violate His moral
law, and hence do not become
criminals.
Fail To Reach Accord
(in Length Of Spans
ST, LOUIS - An informal
conference apparently has failed
to resolve differences which
threaten to stall construction of
a proposed $14 million Missis-
sippi River bridge near Caruth.
ersville.111o.
Representatives of barge tea
terests, highway department of.
finials from Missouri and Ten-
nessee, residents of the Carutb.
ersville area and federal offi-
cials met Thursday in St. Louis.
Spokesman for the Mississippi
River Valley Association said
discussions are expected to con.
Aim*.
The meeting was called by
MVA after an official said a
lack of communication was
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DRAWING-Here's architect's drawing at pro-
posed bridge across Mississippi river at Carutti-
ersvIlle,
hampering attempts to resolve
differences,
The principal issue is over the
length of the bridge spans..
Barge interests have requested
longer spans bte highway en.
gineers say they would increase
'the cost of the bridge by $1.2
million.
The four-lane bridge would be
located seven miles downstream
from Caruthersvthe to Booths-
point, Tennessee., and would
link Caruthersville and Inter.
state 55 in Missouri with Dyers.
burg, Tenn.
A trip from Caruthersville to
Dyersburg now *Mails a drive
to Memphis. Tenn., or Cairo,
111., where the nearest bridges
are located, or a terry trip.
The executive vice presided
of the MVA, E. Michael Cass&
day, said • protruding bank on
the Tennessee shore just below
the proposed bridge site will
make navigation difficult. Cats
saday said the Jaeger span is
needed to give towboat pilots
room to maneuver around the
bank.
GIVE THANKS BY GIVING
The
MODERN
WAY
to
HIGH'
PAT
Want to quickly step into a &lam
orous, well-paid secretarial posi
lion' Only at our school can you
learn Soeedwritmg - the natural,
easy shorthand that uses the
familiar abc's, not strange sYm
bolt Day or evening classes
Nationwide FREE Lifetime Place
ment Service Visit, phone or
write -
BRUCE BUSINESS INSTITUTE
305 POPLAR STREET
MARTIN, TENNESSEE 31237
TELEPHONE: 5174415
kessetedideo-adeowdedroadIdetkeWletwiNdletk411=k0e111110.011 1denelIMISOWIldsoeSelestseideswidlletedd.041MIS0411111004111WesddasseMesseildierolliglesselMetkellede
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THE TIME IS NOW TO FURNISH OR REFURNISH YOUR!
DINING ROOM AND-SAVE!
Today is a time for gracious [icing and entertaining in
the home! Come in and visualize one of these groups in
your own room . how it will add charm, warmth and
hospitality to the whole house. You'll he surprised how
little it costs.
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CERTIFIED AND UNCERTIFI
ED SEED WHEAT. Complete fer-
tilizer service. Southern States Ful-
ton Co-Operative, phone 479-2352.
WE HAVE GOOFT.J7Wroolr-
•ng for real esIate in this -area. If.
you want to sell property, call, or
.ee Cannon Agency, South Fulton 
rennessee: ‘79-26S1
USED FURNITURE'
BARGAINS
3 Piece Bedroom Suit*, sap+
Odd divan, like new $35.00
Two brand-new club
chairs, each $29.9S-
Bunk beds, like new,
complete 
Odd 2-piece living room
suites, $10 up
New 3-piece Oak finish
bedroom suit, . . $129.811'
floor-type reversible fan, $10.00-
Refrigerators, $19 and up
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.25 yard
Apartment-size electric stove,
like new, $90.00
Come in and browse around; we
have lots of bargains not adver-
tised!
WADE'S USED
Furniture Store
Fulton Phone 472-3421
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Doctor
in the Kitchen®
by W.W. Bouer, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
THERE ARE SIX NUTRIENTS
Among the most damaging of
the diet fads sweeping across the
face of the land is preoccupation
with one or another of the essen-
tial nutrient substances. This may
consist of overemphasis on the
virtues of certain foods, or an ex-
cessive fear or aversion to them
Often this is based on misunder-
standing of reported research
findings.
Six Classes of Food
There are six important classes
of foods, each making its own
distinctive contribution to well
considered, healthful eating
These classes of nutrients may
be found in foods in each of the
four food groups which are the
convenient basis for shopping and
meal planning.
Any distortion of the proper
balance between these food
classes is injurious to good nutri-
tion if it is practiced either in
short - term intensive "crash"
diets or over a long period of
time. The six essential nutrients
are as follows.
Proteins
Proteins are the first require-
ment for body growth, mainte-
nance or repair at all times of
ItEAL ESTX11. 1111:
OL. C. W. BURROW and ROY D. TAYLOR. Brokers
HOUSES
cry nice country home east
f Dukedom in a good commun-
ty with about one acre of land
- 
bddroom house n excellent
condition. Reasonably pri
'oiled at 105 titxtit Street.'
lton.
10.1••••==.4••••.MI —
A-lovely place in the country with
about one acre of land Located on
ing Airport Road northwest of Ful-
t . Re . I --
cc new 3-bedroom hallAC
with electric heat, air-condi-
tioned. Located in South Fulton.
Nice barge house in good condition
itriced to sell. Located in East Ful
ten.
-1-b---e—d;;Zsat—liouse on unusual-
ly: nice lot. Good price. Wing
o,
ntuck
: new 4-room house
lith. Located in Cayce, Ky.
Price is very reasonable.
f: you are in tha market for
:home of distinction and can
fjord a $30,000 home, I can
alike you an attractive offer-
ng
nice brick house located on a
ldrge lot on Highway 51 near
nton• Ky. 
Priced reasonable.
COMMERCIA
A good house located on 4th Street,
West Fulton Newly decorated in-
side and out. With reasonable down-
payment will transfer present loan
to the right person. This place is a
bargain.
'Good house, large lot located
on Broadway, Sou'h Fu1t3n.
This place can be cmverted in-
to commercial property. Priced
right
Good 7 - room Ilona, in excel-
lent repair, 11/2 baths, central
gas heat in basetr.ent located
on Walnut Street. Owner says
sell. Price is righr.
Gdod 2 - bedroom house on
large lot in Highlands. Also
five extra lots adio.nir.g this
property. Will sell all or part.
Tctra n.107Maroom house, briCIT
Located in Water Valley, Ky. This
is an outstanding buy.
A very good brick house with
3 bedrooms, den, 2 baths, wal-
nut interior trim. Located on
Highway 51 near Crutchfield.
Nice 3-bedroom house, with
basement, central heat, large
ot. Located in Highlands.
L PROPERTY
new modern service station
Ing a good business. If you
uld like to Pet In business for
umbel! tnis is your opportun-
V A reasonable amount of.
fish will handle it.
31/2 acres of land in South Fulton.
Has two large buildings. This
property can be used for many dif-
ferent businesses. Good buy.
FARMS
99 acres of good hill and bot- 112 acres of extra good land locat-
tim land. Located In Hickman ed near Ruthville, Tennessee.
County. Priced to sell.
20 acres of very good land near
Pierce Station. On a good road and
beautiful building place.
:387 acres of good hill land, 
lo-
tated in Weakley County, 51/2 miles
goutheast of Fulton ow a good road.
This farm is in a high state of 
cul-
tivation and has been in the s
oil
hank for a number of years. It 
has
plenty of barns, fences, and ple
nty
good 'ear and a fair 
41-acre farm an a black-topped
road near Austin Springs with
 a
new house.
55 acres of good land, good
house and barn, plenty of out-
buildings. House recently re-
modeled inside. Located south
of Dukedom on Dukedom-Lath-
am Highway
12 acres)* of nice land near
Arlington, Kentucky or. High-
way 51. This is an ideal spot for
commercial purposes.
is acres of land near Hastings
Orchard on Highway 45. Has out
buildings and good well. No house.
60 acres of level land and house
ivith modern conveniences. Located
On State Line Road, east of Jordan.
Kentucky, on Tennessee side,
%ion County.
2 acres of good land, good house
nd barn with modern conveni
ces. This is a very nice cleat
'lace Located one-tenth mile off
black-topped road, north of Water
Valley, Kentucky.
100 acres of good hill
with new house and dairy
Located on black - twined
This farm is a good buy.
cart' get possession soon.
Milt PING LOTS
Beautiful bullding lots in Mee-
dowview Subdivision, Fulton,
Kentucky.
-
eautlful building lots in High-
lands.
A very nice, building lot
uth Fulton.
in
Ian
barn
road
Yo
A choice building lot in Coun
try Club Courts. ihls is a coma'
lot, 105' x 175', located in one o
the better parts of town.
4jve. have other property for
- 
lab not listed in this ad.
xtra nice lot, 100 x 200-, wits
hade trees, near the Episcopal
'hurch in East Fulton.
COL C. W. BURROW ard
ROY D TAYLOR, Brokers
A '...•; K.: '
PRINT BYLUDGED
Complete Line Of k
COAL and GAS
HEATERS
— ALSO —
life and without regard to tire
amount of activity undertaken
Proteins are found in meat, fish,
poultry, game, eggs, milk, cheese,
ice cream, dried peas and beans,
nuts and cereals
Caxbohydrates
Carbohydrates, fuel and energy
foods and sweets, are most valu-
able when found in association
with other nutrients such as pro-
teins, vitamins or minerals; car-
bohydrate sources include cereals,
breads, fruits, sugar, syrups, hon-
ey and some vegetables, especial-
ly potatoes.
Fats
Fats, like carbohydrates, are
fuel and energy foods, but also
supply valuable fatty acids and
carry the important fat-soluble
vitamins A and D. Sources are
meats, some fish, liver, milk, but-
ter, vegetable oils, nuts and a few
fat-rich vegetables.
(Note: Carbohydrate and fat in-
take must be adjusted to the ac-
tivity program of the individual,
since superfluous amounts are
stored in the body as fat.)
Vitamins And Minerals
Vitamins and minerals supply
no calories, but are essential, of-
ten in minute quantities, for the
regulation of body chemical and
electrolytic functions, glandular
secretions and blood and tissue in-
tegrity. Since some of these are
not stored in the body, a continu-
ous supply is necessary. A diet
rich in fruits, vegetables, dairy
products, glandular meats and
deep-sea foods assures an adequ-
ate supply, unless a physician ad-
vises otherwise.
Water
Water is often overlooked as a
nutrient. The only nutrients it
supplies are traces of minerals
such as fluoride, iron and iodine,
but all chemical and electrolytic
functions take place in solution;
water is second only to oxygen as
a vital requirement.
All this adds up simply to the
realization that all of the six
classes of nutrients are essential
for all persons at all ages. To sell
any of them short is to risk poor
nutrition and consequent health
problems. It is unwise to make
changes in diet except with medi-
cal advice, on an individual basis
SOMEONE CARED
INAL.:11;
Photo by CIRI1
A shirt that has not been
mended and patched—per-
haps the first he has owned in
his life—is a sign to this old
man in a Calcutta home for
the aged that someone cares
about his plight.
India is just one of 80 coun-
tries where poverty-stricken
people receive clothing, shoes
and bedding donated by
Americans during the annual
Catholic Bishops' Thanksgiv-
ing Clothing Campaign.
All clothing received will
be distributed throughout the
year to the world's needy, re-
gardless of race or creed.
Leave a bundle of serviceable
used garments at the near-
est Catholic church during
November.
r
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%1 We Carry A
LI
3pppp1p
I
1
I
N Pipes, elbows, damp- t 
ers, stove boards
I Exchange Furniture
Company
1141 Commercial Ave; Fulton
V
1‘
Anotica ean. Luie
Now Is The Time To Buy Your
GAS RANGE
GAS SPACE HEATER
GAS HOT WATER HEATER
GAS FURNACE
GAS CLOTHES DRYER
GAS PARTY GRILL
GAS OUTDOOR LIGHTS
lie who expect. a broom closet
may be surprised to find 'him
efficient gas hot water heater
built into the kitchen wall.
Counter-height gas hot water
heater film inconspicuously into
kitchen decor as well as that of
other rooms.
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Register now for FREE GAS GRILLS and
50,000 Top Value Stamps to be given away!
No obligation to buy anything and you do
not have to be, present to win!
Register at any of these four firms below who are
Participating in this Great Gas Apphance Sale:
FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.
Lake Street
GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Main at Mulberry
SEARS, ROEBUCK and COMPANY
Broadway, South Fulton
SMALLMAN SHEET METAL COMPANY I
'411.11' "4111.1°' •ann, .ems. 
.1mm. .smo..ssiss. .assow
Olive Street
Fulton Gas Utility
Fulton, Kentucky
South Fulton Gas Dept.
South Fulion, Tennessee
1
"Going, Going, Gone!"
Customs that endure .for 2,500
years are rare enough to command
respect. The auction is that old a
custom. Known in the days of an-
cient Babylon, it is still working its
magic spell on buyers of everything
from silver snuff boxes to great
works of art.
The essence of an auction (from
the Roman word for "increase") is
open competitive bidding. And it is
to preserve this essence that the
law has established certain basic
rules of the game.
One key rule is that bids must
be legitimate, not just "puffing" to
artificially jack up the price. Thus,
a buyer at an auction was allowed
to hack out of his purchase when
he discovered that a rival bidder
had been hired secretly by the seller
to make fake bids.
The offer of property at public
auction," said the court, "is itself
a proclamation by the seller that
the highest bidder, in a fair and
open competition, is to obtain the
property. Any secret understand-
ing, calculated to thwart this end,
is a fraud upon the innocent."
But if the law frowns on tactics
that artificially push the price up. it
also frowns on tactics that arti-
ficially hold the price down. For
example:
A man at an auction pretended
to be bidding on behalf of a local
charity. Reluctant to compete with
sech a good cause, other bidders
kept silent—and the man got away
With a bargain.
: But his bargain was cancelled in
a, courtroom when the truth came
oht. Again, the evil lay in tam-
pering with the basic competitive
process.
like any other contract, the sale
at an auction is not complete until
there is both an offer and an ac-
ceptance. The offer is the bid itself.
which may he conveyed by any-
thing from a wink of the eye to a
snap of the fingers—just so the
auctioneer gets the message.
The acceptance is usually con-
veyed by the banging of the ham-
mier on the block. Until that mo-
ment, a bidder is ordinarily free to
withdraw his offer.
But once the hammer falls, the
deal is closed. The bidder, whether
to his delight or to his chagrin, has
made a binding contract of pur-
chase. That fur-lined bathtub is
now his.
And so is the bill.
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$400 WINNER
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0 BY MICHAEL A.GUIDO
After an experiment failed,
Lord Kelvin said to his stu-
dents, "Gentlemen, when you
are face to face with a dif-
ficulty, you are up against a
discovery." This. is true not
only in learning but also in
living.
David was face to face with
difficulty and he came upon
a discovery. He wrote in Psalm
4:t, "Hear me when I call, 0
Lord of my righteousness:
Thou hast enlarged me when I
was in ' distress; have mercy
upon me, and hear my prayer."
If it had not been for his
plins there would not be the
Psalms. These treasures came
only because of his trials. He
went from strength to strength
because he went from struggle
to struggle.
The person who has no trials
has not triumphs. Joseph's
prison was the path to the
palace. If he had not been
Egypt's prisoner he would not
have become Egypt's prime
minister. Even Job's boils be-
came his blessings. And in
heaven there are no crown
wirers who were not cross
!Jearers on earth.
Are you in distress? It is not
to engulf you but to enlarge
you. Turn care into prayer and
Your trial will become your
triemph
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